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ABSTRACT

A method for calculating the relative distribution of observable
trails for a forward-scatter meteor communication link is developed.
The theoretical distribution is a function of the following variables:
(l) the gain and polarization of the transmitting and receiving anten
nas; (2) geographical location of the communicants; and (3) the time
of day and month of operation.

An ecliptic radiant distribution is synthesized from the existing
information on meteor orbits. The radiant distribution closely
approximates the distribution derived by the scientists at Jodrell
Banks, Manchester, England. Their radiant distribution is based on
radar observations of meteors.

Topological maps are used to illustrate the effect of the abovementioned variables on the relative distribution of observable trails.
Whenever possible, the maps conform to an existing link between The
Boeing Company, Seattle, Washington, and the Electronics Research
Laboratory, Bozeman, Montana.

The agreement between theory and experiment appears to confirm
the validity of this method of calculating the relative distribution
of observable trails.

1.0

INTRODUCTION
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1.0

INTRODUCTION

1.1

ABNORMAL E-REGION ECHOES
Scientists, in the early days of radio, believed that radio waves

traveled along the earth's surface.^
waves.

Such waves are called surface

Radio communications should, therefore, be limited to short

distances because the earth attenuates a surface wave by absorbing

(I)

energy from it.

Marconi, in 1901, demonstrated that radio waves could

be received from across the Atlantic.

The radio waves were transmit

ted from Paldhu, England, and received at St. Johns, Newfoundland.
Marconi's demonstration nullified the assumption of a world sur
rounded by free space.

Heaviside, an English scientist, and KenneIly,

an American scientist, both suggested that the earth may be surrounded
by an ionized layer.

An ionized layer would prevent radio waves from

escaping into free space by reflecting them towards earth.
In 1926 Breit and Tuve

published the results of their

*

radio-sounding

studies of the ionized layer.

Their results indi

cated the presence of four ionized layers during the day, but only
two at night.

The daytime layers, in the order of increasing height,

are called the D, E,

and

layers.

At night the F^ and Fg layers

combine to form the F layer, and the D layer disappears.

Since the

layers consist of ionized gases, the region where they are found*

I
' (4)
* Radio-sounding
uses a pulsed radar device in which the frequency
can be varied. The altitude and frequency characteristics of an
ionized layer can be found by recording the frequency and the round
trip time of a vertically transmitted pulse.

3
is called the ionosphere.
By 1929, it was known that the ionized layers are created by
solar radiation.

(2, "S)
'

Ultraviolet radiation and x-rays are the

principal ionizing agents.

Thus, the diurnal variation in the number

of ionized layers is a direct result of the diurnal rotation of the
earth.
In the late 1920's, many investigators of ionospheric phenomena
began reporting abnormal (short-lived) nighttime radio echoes from the
region of the E layer,

Heising^

said the echoes indicated

great masses of electrons were tossed quickly into the atmosphere.
Appleton^^

concluded, "Either the recombination of ions is prevented

or there is some ionizing agent present which can influence the dark
side of the earth."
Nagoaka/2' ^ a Japanese scientist, attributed the short-lived
echoes to the passage of meteors in the E region.

According to

Nagoaka, a meteor swept electrons out of its path as it passed through
the E region.

He assumed that the ionization created by the meteor

was negligible.
Nagoaka visualized a quasi-cylindrical cavity in the E region's
electron density.

A radio wave incident on the cylinder would be

partially reflected.

Reflection is due to the change in the index

of refraction of the propagation medium.

* The E layer is approximately 100 km up.

Nagoaka1s proposed mechanism*

4
for producing the short-lived echoes is just the opposite of what
occurs.

(2,3,4)

Skellett (2,3) stated that a meteor creates an increase in
ionization along its trajectory.

This would explain the method by

which, as Heising^^ put it, "Great masses of electrons are suddenly
tossed into the air."

During the 1932 Leonid shower,* Skellett and

his colleagues at the Bell Telephone Laboratories correlated visual
observations of meteors passing overhead with the short-lived echoes.
They used the radio-sounding method.
Radar operators during World War II occasionally mistook targets
produced by meteors for aircraft.
between T and 15 meters.
meteoric phenomena.

The radars operated on wavelengths

After the war, radar was used to study the

The radar work of Hey and Stewart, Lovell, and

Banwell in 1945 and 1946 showed a correlation between meteors and the
short-lived echoes.

(2

The demonstration of a correlation between meteors and the
short-lived echoes posed new questions.
increase in ionization density?

How does a meteor create an

Can one analytically describe a

radar echo caused by the increased ionization density?*

* A large number of meteors appearing to emanate from the same
celestial point is called a shower.

5
1.2

METEORS
•X-

A meteor is an extraterrestrial object originating
system.

in the solar

Its presence in the earth's atmosphere can be detected by

radio or optical methods.
general sense.

5)

^ le vrord meteor is used in a

Shooting-star, fireball, and meteorite are

terms used to describe the visual characteristics of a meteor in the
earth's atmosphere.
meteor.

A shooting star denotes the average visible

A spectacularly brilliant meteor is called a fireball.

A

meteorite is a fireball which survives its passage through our
atmosphere.

These meteors are a small fraction of the total influx

of meteoric material.
A meteor is called a meteoroid before it enters our atmosphere.
In this report no distinction will be made between a meteor and a
meteoroid.

Only those meteors which can be detected by radio means

will be considered.

1.3

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION OF IONIZED METEOR TRAILS

1.3.1

Physics of Trail Formation
A transient ionized trail is left in the wake of a meteor as it

passes through the atmosphere.

The trail (also called meteor trail)

consists of an electrically neutral cloud of electrons and positive*

* At present, no theory on the origin of meteors has general accept
ance by meteor scientists.

6
ions.

(2 ,3 4 7 )
’ ’

The ionized trail is usually confined to the region

between 85 and 100 kilometers above the earth's surface.^>9)
reasons for a narrow meteor trail region (also called active meteor
region) can be established by studying the physics of a meteor's
flight in the atmosphere.
According to Cosby and Lyle,^ ^ the radius of most meteoric
particles varies from 5 x 10

to 5 cm.

In the active meteor region,

the mean free path of air molecules is from I to 8 cm.^ ^

Thus, all

but the largest meteors must be considered as colliding with single
air molecules.

■X-

During a meteor-air molecule collision, the air molecule trans
fers its kinetic energy, relative to the meteor, into heat.^ ' 3 , 5 )
This increases the temperature of the meteoric particle.

When the

evaporation temperature is reached, atoms are boiled off the meteor
and escape into the atmosphere at thermal- velocities
the parent body's velocity.

relative to

These atoms are said to be ablated.

The

ablated atoms collide with air molecules and produce heat, light
and i o n i z a t i o n . 3'^)

A given meteoric atom (or positive ion) can

suffer several ionizing collisions before it is slowed down to its
atmospheric thermal velocity.^

*

The major constituents^ of our atmosphere in the active meteor
region are 0,
and W0 .*

** Thermal velocities are of the order of 0.5 km/sec.^

7
Heat created by the meteor-air molecule collisions is directly
proportional to the mass and, hence, the volume of the meteoric
particle.

Heat radiated from the particle is proportional to the

meteor s surface area.

The ratio of surface area to volume increases

as the particle size decreases.

There is a limiting size for which

the temperature does not reach the ablation point.

These meteors

will decelerate to a free-fall velocity and traverse the atmosphere
with little or no loss of mass.

M c K i n l e y ^ states that the

residual particle is dustlike and it may take a month for it to drift
to the earth.

1«3*2

Electron Distribution Along a Meteor Trail
The amount of ionization produced per unit interval of a meteor's

path is directly proportional to the meteor's mass and the air
density.^2 '

^ 10^

a

line density is chosen because radial diffusion

of the ionized trail does not change this density.

The density of

our atmosphere in the active meteor region is approximately expo(2 )

nentially distributed.x /

This exponentially increasing air density,

with decreasing height, causes an increase in the trail's ion
density.

However, a point is reached where the effect of an in

creasing air density is offset by a decreasing meteor mass.

The ion

density then decreases rapidly due to the rapidly decreasing meteor

* This qualitative analysis assumes a constant density meteor.

8
mass.
.The ionization process produces equal amounts of electrons and
positive ions.

For radio communications only the electron

content is important.

Positive ions are too heavy to oscillate in

the field of the incident radio wave.

Kaiser^-’

has shown that

the electron line density is approximately given by

EXP (

where

93-h

) [I - ^ EXP ( 2 ^ ) 1

2

electrons
meter

(1-1 )

hnax

=
~

P11M cos (Zn )
p7

h

=

height above the earth; km

M

=

meteor mass; gm

Z0

=

Zenith Angle. The zenith angle is the acute angle
formed by the trail and the observer's zenith; it
is measured from the zenith.

p11

=

probability that a single atom will produce a
free electron

p

=

average mass of a meteoric atom; gm

Equation 1-1 is graphed in Figure 1-1.

Notice the quasi

exponential increase in q as the meteor penetrates the atmosphere.
Once q
is reached, the line density decreases rapidly,
hnax

9

93-h
7

Figure 1-1. Relative electron line density along a meteor
trail in relation to the height h of the trail. The height
of maximum ionization is taken to be 93 km.(9)

1.4
1.4.1

BACKSCATTER
Underdense Trail

1.4.1.1

Definition

Radio waves pass through underdense meteor trails without being
significantly changed.

Each electron oscillates freely in the field

of the incident radiation.

The wavelet generated by an electron is

in phase with the radio wave passing that point of the trail.
the electrons in the trail generate a new radio wave.

Thus,

The angle at

which the wave comes out of the trail is equal to the angle at

10
which it entered the trail.

l.kfl.2

This is known as specular reflection.

Echo Power

lA.1.2.1

Contributors

The analytic expression for the maximum echo power was derived
by Blackett, Lovell, and Clegg.

(o)

Herlofson, Eshleman, and Brysk

accounted for the effect of the radial diffusion of the trail's
electrons.

McKinley

(2 )
'

combined these works in his book entitled

"Meteor.Science and Engineering."

The derivation of the echo power

given in this dissertation follows McKinley's form.

The power

delivered to a receiver by a radio wave reflected from a meteor trail
is called echo power.

I.4.1.2.2

Maximum

The model of the underdense meteor trail used for determining
the maximum echo power is an infinitely long column of free electrons
which do not diffuse.

The diameter of the column is assumed to be

small in comparison with the wavelength of the incident radiation.
It must be remembered that this model only holds for determining the
maximum echo power.
Figure 1-2 illustrates the pertinent geometry of the relationship
X
between a radar observing station and a meteor trail. The energy
that the radar can deliver to the trail at a distance R is

11
PrpGrp/j+nR^

,

where

is the transmitter power and

antenna gain in direction of R.

is the

The scattering cross section of a

Radar
Figure 1-2. Relationship between a radar observing station
and a meteor trail.
free electron is ae ~
is r

r

2

2
sin ( .

The classical electron radius

and t, is the angle between the incident electric vector and
e

the line of sight, from the point of incidence, to the receiver.
£ is equal to 90 ° when the transmitter and the receiver are at the
same site.

This situation is known as backscatter.

The energy density

at the station, due to the electron, is (P^G^/4rtR ) (a^/bnR ).

The

effective absorbing area of an antenna is defined as G^X^/4jr, where
G r is the gain of the receiving antenna and X is the wavelength.
Combining the above concepts, the power APr, which one electron
delivers to a receiver, is

APr = (

ptgt

^ tiR2

)(

)(
4it
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FTGTGR PeX

(1-2 )

6b K3R4
Each electron in the trail reradiates (like a Hertzian dipole)
with a different phase.

Equation 1-2 must be converted to an electric

field (AP^ 2r)2, where r is the receiver input impedance.

The phase

of the electric field received from each oscillating electron is a
function of 2R.

The electric field dA^, from the element of trail

ds, is
IAr

d
(APr 2r)^ q' sin (2rtft - 4jtR/ x ) ds

=

Hf

(l-3)

The electric field from the electrons in the trail between s^ and s^

I
A r = (2rAPR )^

P 2
Js

(1-4)

q sin (2rtft - 4nR/X) ds

It will be shown later that the major contributions to A r
(echo field) come from the part of the trail near tQ .
allows one to make two approximations:
R = R

O

+

s F/2R

O

.

4JtRq/X and 2s =

(l) q is constant and (2)

Two convenient substitutions are

x (Rq X)2.

This fact

X =

2itft -

Using the substitutions and approximations,

Equation 1-4 becomes

(2aAPRR^X)2
aR

^ C sin (X) - S cos

("X) I"

(l-4a)
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where

C = Jx1

OCS

( —

)d
x

and
n X2

s

■

Jx 1

2

Oin ( -I a)-x

The maximum frequency of the Fresnel integrals C and S is much
less than the frequency of the radio wave.

Thus, a time average of

the power received is
,•£ A
,

fZ

,

a p Rb^

r

[

is avx <tle<4r iG foU O m l -v
i —

U->5X^c-2>

A Fresnel integral evaluated between

!\<uLU

I
£

U w ^ f e 4
A-a_z • & ^

p'E'vO-S/'",

and -Ko is equal to one.

The bracketed term in Equation 1-5 is equal to one when these limits
are used.

But the approximations used to go from equations 1-4 to

1-5 are not valid for these limits.
within a few Fresnel zones of tQ .

The approximations are valid
A Fresnel zone is the part of the

trail enclosed by R and R + x/2.

Subsequent Fresnel zones contribute

little to the values of C and S.

Therefore, the bracketed berm

is close to unity.

f t g t g p,
x3°e

Using Equation 1-2, Equation 1-5 becomes

2
q.

128 Jt3R 3
O
=

2.5 x IO-3^

2
q.

(I-5a)

_____(1-

j

Ik
where
rJ
a

m

e

2

It has been assumed that the trail’s electrons do not diffuse.
Diffusion would cause destructive phase interferences between the
wavelets generated in a small increment of the trail.
interference results in a reduction of echo power.

Destructive

Thus,

given

by Equation I-5a is Pr

pHmax

= 2-5 X IO-32 Pt GtGb ( A

( ^ b)

)3
O

I.4.I.2.3

Time Dependence

Herlofson, Eshleman, and Brysk have derived an expression for
the rate at which the echo power decays.

This expression is not

relevant to the present research; but, for- completeness, the expres
sion and the assumptions used in its derivation will be given.
Herlofson, Eshleman, and Brysk assumed that a meteor trail has
an initial radius r
Gaussian.

o

and that the trail's radial electron density is

The echo strength is primarily reduced by destructive

phase interferences caused by the radial expansion of the trail's
electrons.

The time dependent echo power obtained by Herlofson,

Eshleman, and Brysk is
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.\V
S’

P^(t) =

EXP (-8^

EXP ( L 3 2 / W ^ )

(1-6)

where the diffusion coefficient D is in square meters per second.
For frequencies between 30 and 100 me, the exponential term containing
r

o

can be neglected because r'. is of the order of tenth's of a
,o

1.4.2

Overdense Trail
The overdense trail is characterized by a.high initial electron

linear density.
the column.

An incident radio wave does not freely'penetrate

The electrons do not act as independent scatterers;

i.e., secondary electron scattering becomes important.

The echo

received from an overdense trail generally lasts longer than an echo
from a similarly placed underdense trail.
The theoretical description of the power received from an over(2 12 14)
dense trail is not supported by experimental data.v ’ ’ '

Echoes

from overdense trails are subject to sudden fadings and increases in
signal strength..

These discontinuities in the received signal are

caused by wind shears which break up the trail and form several
local principal Fresnel zones.

The signals from each of the Fresnel

zones may interfer destructively or constructively.

Underdense

trails are dissipated by diffusion before ionospheric winds can
distort them.

The analytical expression for the power received

from an overdense trail will not be given.

l6

The majority of the meteor trails are of the underlease type.
(2,3,12)

jtj^g remainder of this report will, therefore, be concerned

only with underlease meteor trails.

Underlease meteor trails will be

referred to as meteor trails or simply trails.

I.'5

EMPIRICAL RADIAIfT DISTRIBUTION"
In 1957 Davies

sporadic

•X-

f12)

reported the results of his investigation of

meteor radiants.

A meteor radiant is that point on the

celestial sphere from which a meteor appears to emanate.

The dis

tribution reported by Davies is believed to be an accurate represen
tation of the true radiant distribution.
ecliptic coordinates.

The ecliptic is defined as the sun's apparent

annual path across the celestial sphere.
designated by (3'

Davies used

The ecliptic latitude is

and the longitude by X'. (3' is positive north of

the ecliptic and negative south of the ecliptic.
counterclockwise from the apex.

X' is measured

The apex is confined to the ecliptic

and is that point oh the celestial sphere towards which the earth is
moving.

The helion direction points towards the sun.

The axis of

the ecliptic system intersect at the center of the earth.
Davies conducted"his research at the Jodrell Bank experiment
station, University of Manchester, Manchester, England.

,His method

for determining meteor radiants is described in Appendix iCk

The*

* The term sporadic means the meteors are moving in mutually un
related orbits.

I

IT
distribution of observed radiants shown in Figure 1-3 was constructed
from data taken between May 195^- and April 1955*

The equipment was

operated for a 2b hour period each month, giving a total for the year
of about 2,bOO meteors recorded.

By i9 60 , the survey had compiled

The distribution of sporadic meteor radiants appears to be time
invariant.

Seasonal fluctuations in the ecliptic radiant distribution

are minor.

Diurnal variations for a given month are repeated year

after year.
antihelion

Figure 1-3. Polar plot of the sporadic meteor radiant dis
tribution as observed at Jodrell Bank by Davies.(12) Ecliptic
coordinates are used. The symbols L, M and H represent res
pectively radiants within 20° of the ecliptic, radiants between
-20° and U0° of the ecliptic, and all observed radiants.
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The distribution in Figure 1-3 is relative to the plane of the
ecliptic.

The inner curve gives the longitudinal distribution of

sporadic radiants within 20° of the ecliptic; i.e., meteors with
ecliptic latitude P' between +20°.

The middle curve represents those

meteors with radiants between -20° and 40° ecliptic latitude; while,
■the outer curve includes all the observed radiants.

Southern ecliptic

latitude radiants are similarly d i s t r i b u t e d . ^ ^ ^ ^
The apex concentration is due to the orbital motion of the earth
and contains a large portion of high latitude radiants.

The other

two concentrations, near 60 ° and 295 ° ecliptic longitude X', are
more confined to the ecliptic.

Relative to the earth's orbit, they

represent a family of short and medium period orbits.

A discussion

of the curious shape of the radiant distribution will be postponed
until the theory of meteor orbits has been developed.

'

i
1.6

FORWARD-SCATTER COMMIHICATIOHS

1.6.1

Evolution

'

"

■

It is not known who first suggested the idea of usinja; meteor
trails for vhf communications between distant stations.
was not seriously discussed until the early 1950's.

The idea

This.'type of

communications is called forward-scatter communications., d. .
The Radio Physics Laboratory of .the Defense Re search;-Board of
Canada began work in 1952 on a vhf forward-scatter communication

19

link.

Cl?)

Scientists at the laboratory investigated the feasibility

of meteoric communications■between stations separated by $00, 950 ,
and 1050 km.

The basic elements of each station were:

(l) a trans

mitter feeding approximately 500 watts to a five-element Yagi antennaJ
(2) a receiver fed by a five-element Yagi antenna; and (3 ) a method
for transmitting and receiving information when a suitable trail
existed.

The carrier wave transmitted by one station was separated

by I me from the carrier wave transmitted by the other station.
frequencies were in the neighborhood of 50 me.

These

Using this frequency

separation they were able to operate the transmitter and receiver of
each station without interference.
Each station transmitted a carrier wave until a signal was
received from the other station.

The reception of a signal indicated

the presence of a suitable meteor trail.
information.

The stations then transmitted

Each station transmitted information until the signal

it was receiving no longer exceeded a prescribed level.

A carrier

wave was then transmitted.
The experimenters demonstrated that information.can simultaneously
flow both ways via a meteor trail.

The duty cycle of each;link was

adequate to support information transmission at a moderate rate.
Duty cycle is defined as the fraction of the total observing time
during which the received signal is above an arbitrary level.
•:: )

1

I- 1'
I. :

H rI
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Scientists of the Defense Research Board gave the code-name Janet
to the two-way meteor communication system.

The name Janet came from

Janus, the Roman god of the doorway who looked both ways at once.

1.6.2

Power Delivered to a Receiver
Eshleman1S analytic expression for the power forward-scattered

to a receiver, after the trail has been formed, gives an adequate
explanation of many of the observed meteoric phenomena.^ ^ ^ ^

The

derivation of .the maximum forward-scattered power given in this
section follows the derivation given by McKinley.

(2 )
'

'

The time de

pendent component will be added for completeness, but will not be
derived.

:

The maximum power forward-scattered to a receiver can be obtained
from the backscatter theory by making two modifications.

The first

modification is to generalize the equivalent echoing area of an
electron by reinserting sin

(Q .

Using this modification, Equation
I

1-2 becomes

h.
sia2 (S)

(1-7)
64 TT3R 12R 22

where R1 is the distance from'the transmitter to the trail and Rg
is the distance from the trail to the receiver.
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The second modification pertains to the R X/2 term in Eq; 1-5*
This term is the square of half the.backscatter principal Fresnel zone.
The backscatter principal Fresnel zone is centered at t

and is the

segment of trail between the two points which satisfy the relation
R = R q + l/2.

The modification is to replace the R q X/2 term in

2

Eq. 1-5 by f , the square of half the principal Fresnel zone for
forward-scatter.

The center, tf , of the forward-scatter principal

Fresnel zone is at the point on the trail for which R^ + R^ is a
minimum.
Figure 1-4 will be used to determine f.
satisfy the relation

Rf' + Rg1 =

By definition, f must

-s

R1 + Rg + X/2

(1-8 )

where

R.
I

(1-9)

and

Rg'

-

f2 sin2 (r)
Rg + f cos (r)+2(Rg + f cos (y))

X is the angle between R1 and the trail.

(1-10 )
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Using Equations 1-9, 1-10, and the substitution sin

(y)

I - sin^ ((])) COS^ (6) derived in Appendix A, Eq. 1-8 becomes
X

f

(R

+ R ) [I - sin

((f)) cos2 (9)]
(1- 11 )

2

Equation 1-11 can be rearranged to find f
r.2

(1-12)
(R1 + R2 ) Cl - sin2 ((f)) cos2 (6)]

where (j) is half the included angle between R1 and R2 and 9 is the
angle, in the tangent plane, between the trail axis and the propaga
tion plane.

:■i■ '

The maximum power forward-scattered to a receiver, after the
trail is formed, can be synthesized from Eqs. 1-5, 1-7, and 1-12.
The maximum power is given by
x-32 % G R % - ^ %3
5 x 10

(c)
(1-13)

R1R2 (E1 + R2 ) [I - sin2 ((f)) cos2 (©)]

For backscatter

£ = 90°, (f) = 0°, and R1 = R2 . Making these

substitutions, Eq. 1-13 reduces to Eq. I-5b.

Backscatter is, there

fore, a special case of forward-scatter.
The received power is attenuated by the diffusive expansion of
the trail.

Eshleman's analytic expression for the time-varying

received power is given by Eq. 1-lU.

I-
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(I-I1O

where

T

h2 sec2 ((j))
d

(1-15)

32 JT2 D

and

i
r

(l-l6)
X2 sec2 ((j))
Figure 1-4 summarizes the geometry of a forward-scatter communi

cation link between stations TR^ and TR,-,•
and Rg is called the propagation plane.

The plane containing R^

The meteor trail lies in the

tangent plane.

,

Notice that the exponential term containing i

increases in

importance as the wavelength decreases and eventually .becomes the
limiting factor in echo (reflected radio wave) detectability.

For

long wavelengths this exponential is nearly unity and can be neglected.
In this report long wavelengths correspond to frequencies less than
100 me.
The exponential term containing
the received power decays.

controls the rate ;at which

Physically, the decay results from the

phase interference effects caused by the diffusive expansion of the
trail's diameter.

.u

i

2k

Tangent
Plane
Trail
Propagation
Plane

To earth's
center

Figure 1-4. Geometry of a forward-scatter communication
link between points (-A,0,0) and (A,0,0).

If the receiving antenna accepts only a particular polarization
component, the sin2 ( 0 term in Eq. 1-13 must be replaced by
cos2 (7]

yj

is the angle between the electric vector incident

on the trail and the electric vector which will be accepted by the
receiving antenna.
Using the above mentioned simplification and substitution, the
received power is
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PR (t)

=

Pr

e-t/Td

(1-17)

max
where
5 X IO"32 P G G X3 q2

Pr

= ----------- T T R

max

OOS2

(1%

)

g------ g----

R1R2 (R1 + Rg ) (l - sin

(1-18)

(<()) cos" (©))
I

Figure 1-5 shows the time variation in the signal amplitude
received from an underdense trail.

The received signal was recorded

at the Bozeman terminal of the forward-scatter link between The Boeing
Company at Seattle, Washington, and the Montana State University at
Bozeman, Montana.

I sec

-R--Jr:

Time

Figure 1-5* Time variation in the signal
amplitude forward-scattered to a receiver.

1.6.3

Ground-Illumination Pattern
Radio waves obliquely incident on a meteor trail will be
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re-radiated in the form of a c o n e ^ (see Figure 1-6).

The apex

angle of the cone is twice the angle between the incident radio wave

J Trail

Transmitter

Receiver

Figure 1-6.

and the meteor trail.

Re-radiated cone.

The intersection of this cone with the earth

forms a curve called the ground-illumination pattern (GIF).

A

station in the GIF can receive the transmitted signal if the reflected
power at that point is large enough to exceed the receiver threshold.
The receiver threshold is assumed to be above the signals which appear
at the receiver output due to ambient radio noise.
Young and Y a b r o f f have drawn GIF's for various trail
orientations relative to the transmitter.

Their work is based on

Eshleman's expression for the power forward-scattered to a receiver.
Figure I-T shows the GIF which occurs when a horizontally polarized
radio wave is reflected off a meteor trail located above the point
X and tilted 10° to the horizontal.

The arrow indicates the direction
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the meteor was traveling.

TOO km

X

V

. Trail

Transmitter

.

Relative maximum power

--

3 db below maximum

- -

10 db below maximum

Figure 1-7. Ground-illumination pattern for a meteor
trail tilted 10° off the horizontal. (l6) Horizontal
polarization is used.
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1 .6. i|- Prolate Spheroid Geometrical Condition
~/r
A prolate spheroid is formed by revolving an ellipse. about its
major axis.

Figure 1-8 illustrates the prolate spheroid geometry.

A

prolate spheroid having TR^ and TR^ as foci can be found such that
the sum of the distances R^ and R^ is constant.
ing to R^ and R^ come together at tf .

The lines correspond

A prolate spheroid will be

called a spheroid from this point on.
It is shown in Appendix B that the angle formed by two focal
radii through a point t^ on a spheroid is bisected by the normal to
the surface at the point.

In Figure 1-4 the angle is 2(f).

A straight

line tangent to the spheroid at tf, therefore, forms equal angles
with lines R^ and R^.

If the straight line corresponds to a meteor

trail, radio energy transmitted from one station will form.a GIP
which encloses the other station.
For forward-scatter communications, potentially observable trails
are tangent to one of a family of confocal spheroids having the TR^
and TRg points as common foci.

A trail is termed observable if radio

energy radiated at one station is reflected by the trail and received,
above an arbitrary threshold, at another station.*

* An ellipse is the locus of a point which moves on a plane so that
the sum of the distances from two fixed points (foci) is constant.
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' I1H

Figure 1-8. Geometry of a forward-scatter link which
indicates the relationship between a prolate spheroid, the
active meteor region, and the physical disposition of the
stations. The spheroid is only represented in the first
quadrant.

1.6.5

Hot-Spots
Observable trails are non-uniformly distributed over the region

of sky common to the c o m m u n i c a n t s . ^

There are few
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observable trails over the great-circle route* (GCR) between TR^ and
TRg.' Trails which are observable near the GCR must lie close to the

horizontal (see Figure 1-8).

Most meteors disintegrate in the atmos

phere before reaching a tangent point over the GCR.

A lack of hori

zontal trails is reflected in Eq. 1-1.
The regions of relative maximum observable trail activity are
called hot-spots.

Hot-spots are characterized by both diurnal and

seasonal changes in their number, shape, and location.

(2 10 17)
’ ’ '

The constantly changing hot-spots have a direct bearing on the
design of antennas for meteoric communications

(2,14,22,23,24)

The

maximum power delivered to a receiver is directly proportional to

2

P^G^G^ q .

Holding

and the receiver threshold constant, the

minimum value of q per radiant can be reduced by increasing G^ and/or
Gr,.

The lowering of the q threshold increases the number of observable

IX

trails per radiant.
increased.

The duration of the echo from each trail is also

However, an increase in antenna gain in one direction can

only be produced by a decrease in gain in other directions.,

A null in

gain along the GCR is acceptable because few meteor trails are observed
over the GCR.
The use of directive antennas for increasing a link's duty cycle
depends on having a prior knowledge of the shape and location of hot
spots.

* A plane passing through the center of the earth forms a curve
on the earth's surface called a great-circle. If the plane passes
through TRq and TRp, the curve between TRq and TRg is called the
great-circle route.
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1.6.6

Past Theoretical Predictions of the Relative Distribution of
Observable Trails

1.6.6.I

Eshleman and Manning (195*0

The relative number .of observable trails per differential area,
d x 'd y 1, of the region of sky common to the communicants is symbolized
by n(x1,y1)•

The term relative is used because the radiant distri

bution is given in relative numbers.

Eshleman and Manning based their

calculations on the prolate spheroid geometry^ of a meteor communication
link.

(pi 27)
’
■ They assumed that all the observable trails have tangent

points (x',y').100 km above the earth.

Meteor trails having the same
• i
tangent point lie in the same tangent plane. The tangent' point
corresponds to the center of a trail's principal Fresnel zone.
The distribution of meteor trails over an observer's hemisphere
is related to the meteor radiant distribution.

The curve of inter

section of a tangent plane and the celestial hemisphere is a semi
circle.

Meteor trails confined to the tangent plane have their

radiants on the semi-circle.

Eshleman and Manning assumed that all

meteor radiants on the semi-circle produce trails observable at the
tangent point.
Eshleman and Manning stated;that the echo producing radiant heed
not lie exactly-on the semi-circle. They proposed that the width of the
echo producing band of radiants per tangent plane can be approximated by
2 LX sec ((j))/f^, where L is the length of the meteor trail ,and is
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usually taken to be 25 km.

Hence, n(x',y’) dx'dy' attributed to the

tangent point (x',y') is the number of radiants in the band.
In the early 19501s little information existed on the radiant
distribution.

(17,27)

Eshleman and Manning assumed an isotropic

radiant distribution of unit density.

*

n(x',y') dx'dyr per tangent

point is then given by the corresponding area of the radiant band.
The relative distribution of observable trails,

n(x',y'), can be

synthesized by systematically choosing tangent points and computing
their corresponding band areas.

The distribution obtained by

Eshleman and. Manning is given in Figure 1-9•

Only one quadrant is

plotted because of the symmetry involved.

I.6.6.2

Hines and Pugh (1956 )

The relative distribution of observable trails,

n ( x ,,y'),

obtained by Hines and Pugh is related to differential volumes of
the active meteor region.

(7 2l)
; J

Their work will be described in

terms of the primed coordinate system of Figures 1-4 and 1-8.

The

derivation of the distribution will be explained in terms of an
arbitrary tangent point (x',y').
of the active meteor region.

The tangent point is at the bottom

An area element dx'dy' between x' and

x' + dx', and y' and y' + dy' is associated with the point (x',y').
This area is projected, along normals to the spheroid, onto the

* Isotropic means to have the same property in all directions.

I 400

>, 300

X 1 (km)

Figure 1-9• Topological representation of the relative distribution of observable
trails obtained by Eshleman and Manning. (6,17) Only one quadrant is plotted.
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tangent plane corresponding to the tangent point

A differ

ential volume element with approximate cross-section d x 'dy* is then
defined.

The top and bottom of the active meteor region form the

bases of the volume element.

The four lines formed by the inter

section of the volume's sides are normal to the spheroid.

These lines

pass through the corners of the projected differential area.
Hines and Pugh considered only those meteor trails which pierce
that side of the volume element containing points (x*,y1),
(x1 + dx'^y').

and

Two angles are used to determine whether a trail

should be attributed to a volume element.

These angles are:

(l) 90°

minus the acute angle formed by the trail and the normal to the
spheroid at (x*,y'); and (2) the angle between the normals to the
spheroid at the points where the meteor entered and escaped the
volume.

The two angles are referred to as angle one and angle two.

The names correspond to the order in which the angles are defined.
/

If angle one is less than angle two, the trail belongs to the
differential volume and hence the point (x1,y').

If angle one is

greater than angle two the trail belongs to some other differential
volume.
Trails belonging to a volume element are not necessarily
observable.

In order for a trail to be observed, the amplitude of

the echo must exceed a certain amplitude defined by the receiving

Filmed as received
without page(s)
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UNIVERSITY MICROFimS, INC.

X 1 (km)
Figure 1-10. Topological representation of the relative distribution of observable
trails obtained by Hines and Pugh.(20,21) Only one quadrant is plotted.
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of meteor radiants- indicate a concentration of radiants near the
ecliptico

The ecliptic is defined as the sun’s apparent annual

path across the celestial sphere.

Meeks and James decided to use

a uniform distribution of radiants confined to the ecliptic.
Meeks and James assumed that all-tangent points are confined to
the'region 100 km above the earth.

When the ecliptic plane coincides

with a tangent plane (called ecliptic tangency), some meteor trails
in the ecliptic satisfy the tangency condition.. The ecliptic tangency
condition, at a certain time, is satisfied at only one point.
location of the tangent point changes with time.

The

During a 2k hour

period the locus of the tangent point forms a closed curve.
assumed that the earth is not revolving around the sun.

It is

This

assumption is justified on a day to day basis.
Meeks and James calculated 2k hour tangent point curves for
various geographical dispositions of-TR^ and TR^.

The shape arid

location of a tangent point curve changes with the seasons..

The

tangent point curve for an east-west link having a station:separation
of 1000 km is shown in Figure 1-11.

The curve in Figure 1-11, when

modified by the fraction factor given by Hines and Pugh, gives the
distribution of observable trails for a uniform ecliptic radiant
distribution.

Each point on the curve is weighted by the fraction

factor.

.r.:

:r.:

March 21
Latitude = 35° N

Midnight-'

-200

-100

X 1 (km)

Figure 1-11

Tangent point curve for an east-west link.

(22)
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1.6.6.4

Mlodnosky (i960 )

I.6.6.4.I

Theoretical

In 1957 D a v i e s p u b l i s h e d the results' of his experimental
investigation of meteor orbits and radiants.

The radiant distribu

tion reported by Davies is shown in Figure 1-3*
Mlodnosky^ ^

accounted for diurnal and seasonal changes in the

location of hot-spots by analyzing the link’s changing radiant dis
tribution.

He used a point-source model of the experimentally

observed radiant distribution.
Mlodnosky accounted for the anisotropic radiant distribution
shown in Figure 1-3 in the following manner:
I.

His first step-was to modify the radiant distribution shown
in Figure 1-3*

The three regions of high radiant activity,

centered at roughly 0°, 6o°, and 295 ° ecliptic longitude,
were called sources.

The two regions of low radiant activity,.

centered at approximately 35 ° and 320 ° ecliptic longitude,
were called sinks.

The sources and sinks were represented

by points in the ecliptic plane.

The points were placed

at the center of the region they represented.

Relative to

an- isotropic distribution, the sources and sinks represented,
. respectively, points of above and below average radiant
activity.

Thus, Mlodnosky’s radiant model consisted of three,

sources and two sinks superimposed on an overall uniformradiant distribution.

1■

4o
2.

He placed an ecliptic plane on a large spherical represen■ tation of the earth.

The point sources and sinks were placed

on the ecliptic.

3»

He measured the radiants of these points relative to the
communication link.

Trails, which are tangent to one of

the link's spheroids, are considered to be observable trails
and are accredited to the point of tangency.

If the radiant

corresponds to a source, the density of observable trails
at the point of tangency will increase.

A sink will cause

a reduction.

Using this method, Mlodnosky determined which quadrants of the
primed system contained a greater or lesser amount of observable
trail activity than that calculated from an isotropic radiant
distribution.

His March diurnal hot-spot representation of an east-

west link at 3T»5°N. is shown in Figure 1-12.
separated by 1000 km.

The stations are

Each hot-spot is represented by a square.

The most active hot-spot contains an X.

1.6.6.1+.2

Experimental

There is a geometrical correspondence between radar and forwardscatter detection of meteor trails.

Meteor trails detected by radar

must lie in a plane perpendicular to the transmitted wave (see

0600 hr

OOOO hr.
March

'I

X

.

|3

__

-. . .

V

ik

J

1200 hr.

1800 hr.

Figure 1-12. Mlodnosky's theoretical hot-spot activity for an east-west link at
37.5° N. Each hot-spot is represented by a square. The most active hot-spot
contains an X.

k-2
Figure 1-2).

This plane is called the radar plane.

Meteor trails

detected by forward-scatter must lie in the tangent plane (see
Figure 1-4).

Ihe tangent plane is perpendicular to the bisector of

the angle 2(j).
A radar, at the point where the bisector of the angle 2(j) inter
sects the earth, would detect some of the same trails the forwardscatter link detects.

If P , G^, G^, q, and X are fixed, the power

received at the radar site is different from the power received in
forward-scatter.

The difference is in the propagation geometry.

The

difference in path geometry can be used to relate the trail activity
observed by radar to that expected on a forward-scatter basis.
Mlodnosky assumed that each meteor trail has parallel:trails
distributed evenly over the earth.

The radar echo activity due to

meteor trails in a radar plane can be related to the observable
trail activity in a distant tangent plane.

The radar can be located

at one of the terminals of the forward-scatter link.

Mlodnosky gives

a map showing the geometrical correspondence between radar observa
tions and the observable trail activity in a forward-scatter link.
The stations are separated 1000 km.
ence 9.

The map can be found:in refer
.i I

Mlodnosky1s radar antenna has an -azimuthal beam width of 25°
and a vertical beam width of 59°•

This radiation pattern limits

one's ability to determine which radar plane the echoes are coming

z
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from.

Mlodnosky stated, "Due to the experimental nature of the equip

ment, and a limited budget, the reliability of the radar was only
fair."

Thus there is only a gross correspondence between radar and

forward-scatter observable trail activity.

1.6.7

Limitations of Past Theoretical Predictions
A calculation of

n(x*,y') must be able to predict diurnal and

seasonal changes in the number, shape, and location of hot-spots.
In this respect, the previous methods of determining

n(x',y') failed.

Each analysis failed because it was designed for a highly simplified
radiant distribution.

For ah isotropic radiant distribution, the

hot-spots do not change with time.

Meeks and James used a radiant

distribution which was convenient for the mathematical analysis but
.it was not representative of the actual distribution.

Mlodnosky, in

an effort to approximate the actual radiant distribution, resorted
to a graphical technique.
Mlodnosky stated that his hot-spot maps have been successful in
predicting the position and relative importance of hot-spots 78 $ of
the time for a north-south linlc and 65$ of the time for an east-west
link.

The maps were calculated for a link at 37.5°H. latitude.

The

reliability percentages were based on radar observations of meteor
activity.

Mlodnosky believes that no better reliability can be

obtained by his method.

2.0

PROBLEM STATEMENT

^5

2.0 -PROBLEM STATEMENT
The purpose of this dissertation is to develop a method for
determining how’observable trails are distributed over the region of
sky common to the communicants.

This method must yield an observable

trail distribution that is a function of the following parameters:
(l) the experimentally observed radiant distribution; (2 ) the geo
graphical location of the communicating stations; (3 ) the transmitted
power; (U) the gain and polarization of the transmitting and receiving
antennas; (5 ) receiver threshold; (6 ) operating frequency; and (?)
the time of day and month of operation.

-\

3.0

A CALCULATION^OF THE DISTRIBUTION OF OBSERVABLE TRAILS

3.0

A CALCULATION OF THE DISTRIBUTION OF OBSERVABLE TRAILS

3.1

PROCEDURE

'

The relative number of observable trails per.differential area
per second is symbolized by n(x',y').

The calculation of n(x',y')

will progress in- the following order:
I.

The communication link's coordinate system will be refer
enced to the radiant distribution coordinate system.

• 2.

A trail's radiant will be determined in terms of its
direction cosines at the point of tangency.

3°

A geocentric radiant distribution will be synthesized from
the existing experimental data on meteor orbits, and

from

this distribution ascertain the number of meteors per rad
iant O

4»

A function that gives the number of observable trails per
radiant will then be derived.

5.

The calculation of n(x',y’) is completed by combining (3 )
and (4), and integrating over the range of all parameters
except x ' and y '.
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3.2

COMMUinCATION LINK COORDINATE SYSTEM

3.2.1

Geographic Location
Time variations in the orbital distribution of meteors are small

when the ecliptic is chosen as the reference plane.

There

fore, diurnal and seasonal changes in the influx of observable meteors
must have two main causes:

(l) variations of the communicant’s loca

tion with respect to the ecliptic coordinate system; and (2 ) the
distribution of meteor radiants in the ecliptic coordinate system.
To account for time variations in observable trail activity, the
primed coordinate system of Figure 1-4 must be referenced to the
ecliptic coordinate system.

•

Figure 3-1 illustrates the geometrical relationship between the
primed and unprimed (ecliptic) coordinate systems.

The x, y, and z

axes are directed respectively in the antapex, antihelion, and north
ecliptic pole directions.

The apex is defined as the most forward

point on the earth in its motion about the sun.
the negative apex direction.

The antapex is in

The angle t; is 90° minus the latitude

of the origin of the primed system.
The relationship between the primed and unprimed coordinate
systems will be described in terms of a reference point.

This point,,

the origin of the primed system, is designated (x^_, y^, z^).
subscript

t

The

indicates that the point is a function of time as well

as geographic latitude.

Notice that this point is below the earth's

North
Ecliptic
Pole (NEP)

North
Celestial
Pole (NCP)

Latitude of

K

1-1V - 2V)

Ecliptic

Figure 3-1. Geometry of the reference coordinate system
and its relation to the communicants. The x and y axes
are directed respectively in the antapex and antihelion
directions.
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surface.

The depth it has submerged depends on the distance between

TR1 and TR^.
Four steps are used to find the center of the primed coordinate
system.

These are:

(l) find the center of the circle forming the

latitude intercepting the point (x^.T,y^ 1,

1)J (2) write the equation

of a plane containing this circle, the equation of the spherical
representation of the earth, and the equation of the time relation
between x and y; (3) solve these equations for (x^', y ^ ',

and

(4) use the direction cosines of (x^ 1,y^ 1,z^1) to find (x^y^, z^).
■ The center of the circle forming the (90° - ^ ) latitude is

Xq

=

-r sin (23.5°) cos

) cos (Sg)

y

=

-r sin (2 3 .5°) cos

) sin (Sg)

zc

=

r cos (2 3 .5°) cos ("5 )

(3-l)

The following new symbols appear in Eq. 3-1:
earth and is equal to 6370 km; and 6

r is the radius of the

is the angle measured counter

clockwise from the negative x-axis to the projection of the NCP on
the

xy

plane.

The plane through the point (xc,y ,zc) whose normal has
direction numbers x , yc, Zc is the graph of the equation

(x -

+ (y -

^c +

- Zg) %

=

0

(3-2)
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The equation of a sphere concentric with the earth and with a
radius

r

is

(3-3)
The time associated with a point on the earth can be found byprojecting the point on the xy plane.

For time measured in degrees,

the relation is given by

tan (Bt )
where

=

y/x

(3-4)

is the angle referring to time and is measured counter

clockwise from the negative x axis.

In Eq. 3-4, time is referenced

to sunrise.
The point (x^1, y ’, z^_1) can be found by evaluating the
simultaneous solution- of Eqs. 3-2 through 3-4 at the point.

But,

Eq. 3-4 is not meaningful at

There

= 90° and 270°; i.e. y = oo.

fore, the point (x^ 1,-y^_ S z^.*) Is calculated for two cases:
x ^ O

and- (2 ) x = 0 .

Case I:

2

Yt ’ =

xt ’ tan (Bt )

(l)
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cos^'(Sr) _ (%^ +

tan (8^))%^'
(3-5)

Zc
•where•

2 r2 cos2 ('C ) (xc + yc tan (Bt ))
(3-6)

1

^xc + yc tan ^5t ^ 2 + zc 2

+ tan2 (^t))

and
r2 (r2 Cosif" ( 5 ) - zc2 )
(3-7)
.(xc + yc tan (&t ) ) 2 + zc2 (I + tan2 (Bt ))

The equation for xt ’ has two solutions; one solution corresponds to
daytime and "the other ,solution to nighttime-.

Since Bt will be

assigned, the correct value of xt * will be apparent.

Case 2:

V

= 0
Bo ±

_ 4CJ2

r 2 cos2

) -

yt'

"yc yt '
(3-5a)

Zt ’ =

where

B

2 y CzC ^ cos C $ )
2
2
yc

+ Zc

(3-6a)
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and
r 2 [r2 cos1*' ('f ) - z 2 ]
(3-7a)
------- ---------------There are two possible times corresponding to
are noon and midnight.

It is noon if

1 = 0.

These

1 < 0 and midnight if

Yt' > 0.
The directed line segment from the origin to the point (x ',
y^'jjZ^1) has the same direction cosines as the line from the origin
■to (x^,y^,z^).

Using these equalities, the point (x^,Jrfc, )

is

given by
(r2 - A 2 ) 2 xt '
-

------- ----------

(r2 -A2 ) 2 yt '
yt

=

------------r

2t

=

(r2 - A2 ) 2 Z 1
------------ 5r

3.2.2

Orientation

3«2.2.I

(3-8)

'

■,

East-West

An analytic description of the primed coordinate system will
be a function of (xi,y^,z^).

The positive Z' direction is taken in

the direction of the zenith over (x^y^, z^) and has direction numbers
given by

Z1

= (Xf=TfV

(3-9)

• The positive X' and T ' directions are consistent with a right
handed coordinate system.

'*
Their azimuthal directions are determined

by the relative location of the communicating stations.

It is suf

ficient to define one coordinate system; any physical disposition of
the stations can be accommodated by a rotation of the X' and Y 1 axis
about the Z ' axis.
For an east-west link in the. northern hemisphere, the positive
Y r axis intersects the north celestial pole at (xn ,yn ,zn ).
subscript

e

The

denotes an east-west link.. The Y 1 axis is illustrated

in Figure 3-2..

The point (x ,y ,z ) is given by
11 11 11

A 1 sin (23.5 ) cos (Sg)
cos (X )
A 1 sin (23.5°) sin (Sg)

1
z '=
n

cos (X )

A 1 cos (23.5°)

(3-10)

cos C g )

where
1

A' =

(x^ +

(3-11)

* Azimuth is defined as. a distance clockwise in degrees from the
north point.
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NEP

Figure 3-2. Geometry showing the relationship between
z^), (xn ,yn ,zn ), Z 1 axis, and Yg 1 axis.

Eq.

3-10

is not valid when (xt ',y^',z^') is on the equator, i.e..

The Y g 1 axis is parallel to the vector between (xt ,yt ,zt ) and
^Xn ,yn ,Zn^ *

’ ‘

7116 axis has direction numbers given by

(xn " xt ’ yn " Ift - zn - V

(3-12)

The direction numbers of Xg ' can be obtained from the vector
product Y g 1 x Z'.

V "

(V n

These direction numbers are

- Vv Vt - Vv Vt - V j

(3-13)
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3.2.2.2

General

An arbitrary primed axis system (X',Y',Z') will now ‘be defined
In terms of the easf«west link.

A rotation given by

■X 1

=

X ' cos (d) - Y ' sin (d)
e
e
'

Y1

=

X

Fi =

e

t sin (d) + Y ' cos (d)
e

Z-

'

is a rotation about the Z ' axis through an angle d.
is measured clockwise from the positive Xg ' axis.

(3-14)

The angle

d

The direction

cosines of X t, Y', and Z ' can be found by following the procedure
specified by the rotation in Eq. 3-l4.

The direction cosines are

given by

{'C(ztyn

“ zI1yV

cos ^

~ (^n ■ xt^ sin (*)],

C(znxt - ztxn) cos (d) - (yn - yt) sin (d)],

[CxriYt - xtYn ) cos (d) - (zn.- zt ) sin (d)]

1_
B'

(3-15)
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=

Czt^n - V rt ) sin

+

“ xt^ cos (d)],

C(znxt ™ ztxn^ sin (d) + (yn ' yt^ cos (d)]'

^ Xnyt “ Xtyn^ sin

Z' = ( V v \ >

+ (zn " zO

cos ^d^ j -

= (xt>5rt'zt) ir

(3-l6)

(3-1T)

where

B'

=

-|[(ZtYn - ZnYt ) cos -(d) - (xn - x^) sin (d) ] 2 +

C(Zn^t - ztxn ) cos (d) - (yn - yt ) sin (d) ] 2 +
X

■ ^ Xnyt ” xtyn) G0S (d) " (zn " zt ) sin (d)^ J

(3-l8)

arid

C

=

-|[(ztyn - znYt ) sin (d) + (xn - xt ) cos (d) ] 2 +

C(znxt - ztxn ) sin (d) + (Yn - Yt )

cos (d) ] 2 +

-,i
C(XnYt - xtYn ) sin (d) + (zn - Zifc) cos (d)]2J

(3-19)

Eqs. 3-15 through 3-19 relate the primed coordinate system to
the unprimed coordinate system.
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3.3

TRAIL'S DIRECTION AND ZENITH AT POINT OF TANGENCY

3.3.1

Direction
A trail's direction is specified by the variables a and (3 (see

Figure 3-3)•

The angle between the negative X' axis and the projec

tion of the trail on the X'Y' plane is a.

P is the angle between the

negative Z 1 axis and the trail.
Z’

Figure 3-3» Geometry of a meteor trail relative to
the primed coordinate system.

Relative to the primed system, the direction numbers of a trail
one unit long are

T

=

(-sin (p) cos (a), sin (p) sin (a), -cos (p))

(3-20)

Using Bgs. 3-15 , 3 -16 , 3-17, and 3-20, it can be shown that the
direction

numbers (l^,m^,n.) of the trail, with respect to the

unprimed system, are
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I.
t

=

-X sin (P) cos' (a) + X sin (p) sin (a)
x
" '
' '
y

-Xz 008 (p)

-|-i sin (p) cos (a) + p. sin (p) sin (a)
‘x
" '
1 '
1y

t

-Hz cos (p)

n, =
Tf

-v sin (p) cos (a) + v sin (p) sin (a)
x
Y-

(3-20a)

-vz cos (P)

The direction cosines (X^,h ^,v ^) of the trail are
t
+ m t 2 + nt2 ]^

[ltS + mt 2 + nt2 )*

t

(3-21)

vt ”
[1^

3.3« 2

+

+ n

^

Zenith
The vector Zg representing the zenith at any point in the primed

coordinate system is given by

6o

Zg

=

x^i + y^j + z^k + x'X' + y 1Y ' + Z 1Z 1

( 3- 22)

Using'Eqs. 3-15, 3-l6, and 3-17, Eq. 3-22 has direction numbers

I
e

=

n

= z , +
t

e

x, + x ' X + y'X
t
x ^ y

x'v + y ’v
x ^ y

+ z 'X
z

+ z'v

z

(3-23)

The direction cosines (X ,u. ,v ) of the zenith are
e e e
X.

[ l / + m / + n/ji

(I 2 + m 2 + n 2 ]*
L e
e
e

(3-24)
Cl/ +

3.4

+ ng2 #

THEORETICAL AED EMPIRICAL CONSIDERATIONS OF METEOR ORBITS AND
RADIANTS

3.4.1

Shower and Sporadic Meteors

Meteors are divided into two categories:
I.

Shower ,meteors move .in fairly well-defined orbits around the
sun.

The meteors of a given-shower have the same

6i
orbit and velocity.

Tlie orbit of the meteors in a shower is

referred to as the shower's orbit.

Some showers appear to

have meteoric particles distributed all along their orbit,
while other showers have their particles concentrated in

(2 )

one portion of the orbit.

Shower meteors make up only

a small portion of the total number of meteors encountered
by the earth.

2.

Sporadic meteors appear to be moving in mutually unrelated
orbits.

(2,4)

These meteors create nearly all the meteor

trails observed in forward-scatter communications.

(2,4,24)

Only sporadic meteors will be considered in the remainder
of this report.

3-4.2

Theoretical Description of Meteor Orbits
Kepler’s first law states that a body moving under the influence

of the sun’s attraction will generate a curve known as a conic section,
with the sun at one foci.

For meteors, the conic section is an

ellipse..
Figure 3-4 shows the pertinent geometrical properties of an
elliptical orbit.

The distance from the center to a vertex (aphelion

or perihelion), co-vertex, and sun are respectively a, b, and c.
The constants are related by the equations

aphelion q
a(l + e

perihelion q" =
a(l - e)

Figure 3-4.

Geometry of a meteor orbit.

is described by the equation

2
x
~2
a

An ellipse

2
+

I.
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a2

=

b2 + c2 ;

e

=

(3 -2 5 )

c/a

where e denotes the eccentricity of the ellipse.
e

=

0 , then c

=

0, b

=

If the eccentricity

a, and the ellipse is a circle; as

e

approaches I, c approaches a, so b approaches zero and the ellipse
becomes more elongated.
The constants a, b, and c are given in astronomical units (au).
An astronomical unit is the unit of length equal to the mean radius
of the earth's orbit and is approximately 93 million miles.
Figure 3-4 describes the shape of a meteor orbit, but does not
locate it.

The orbit can be completely described by including the

variables in Figure 3-5-

Meteor's orbit

sun
,rth's orbit
Vernal
Equinox

Figure 3-5. The geometrical relationship between the
variables necessary to locate a meteor orbit. (2 )
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The angle formed by the ecliptic and the plane containing the
meteor orbit is designated by
from the ecliptic.

If

i

i- <

and is measured counterclockwise
the meteor and the earth are pro

gressing around the sun in the same general direction.
said to have a direct orbit.

The meteor is

The orbit is said to be retrograde if

i >90°.
Meteor communication engineers are only interested in those
meteors intersecting the earth's orbit.

Figure 3-5 shows the two

orbits intersecting at the descending node

U } but it 'can occur at

the ascending node ft.

•

-

■

The ascending and descending nodes are respectively, the point
on the ecliptic where the meteor passes from south to north and from
north to south of the ecliptic plane.

The ascending node longitude,

relative to the vernal equinox, is measured in a counterclockwise
direction and bears the same symbol as the node it specifies.

The

vernal equinox is defined as the time when the sun crosses the equator
going north.

This occurs on the 21st of March.

The argument of perihelion w is the angle formed by the' meteor
orbit's major axis and a line from the sun to the ascending node.
is measured counterclockwise from the sun-node line.

3-4.3

Meteor Orbit Distribution

3.4.3.1

Empirical

It
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Z

Davies determined the orbits of each of the meteors used to
form Figure 1-3.

His method for determining the orbits of meteors

is discussed in references 2, 3, and 12 .
Davies presented the results-of his radar investigation by first
■plotting the number of meteors observed versus l/a.
the observed spectrum of l/a into three groups.
based on the aphelion distance q'.

He then divided

The groupings were

The meteors in each group were

then plotted as the distribution of radio meteors (meteors observed by
radar) with orbital inclination

i.

These plots are reproduced as

Figures 3-6 through 3-8.

'

There are two points in Figure 3-6 which require an explanation.
These concern the meteors observed at both ends of the l/a spectrum.
Orbits with negative values of l/a are classified as hyperbolic.
Meteors at the earth's orbit, traveling at less than 42 km/sec, will
form closed elliptical orbits, while those with higher velocities
{gA
will have open or hyperbolic orbits.
Hone of the 4l hyperbolic
orbits observed by Davies exceeded the parabolic limit by.more than
the experimental error.

.i

The smallest orbit reaching the earth has l/a = 2.

Ho orbit

should have a = 0 .5 , because this puts the orbit's perihelion at the
sun.

Even if the meteor did not collide with the sun, it would be

vaporized by the sun's heat.

A few.were measured with a " :0™5

because of the error of observation.

.1/ v

I

No. of Meteors
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- n T-.

1.5

2.0

Figure 3-6. Distribution of number of radio
meteors versus l/a. (Davies, 1957)

> 3 au

q 1 > 10 au

60°

120°

180°

Figure 3 -7 . Distribution of radio meteors versus
orbital inclination i. (Davies, 1957)
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Figure 3-8• Distribution of radio meteors versus
orbital inclination i for qj < 3 au. (Davies, 1957)
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'Figure 3-7 is the distribution of inclinations for orbits with
q ' > 3 au.

The orbits are subdivided into medium and long period

orbits corresponding respectively to 3 au < q T < 10 au and q' > 1 0 au.
The central feature- in Figure 3-7 is the preponderance of direct
orbits with some concentration towards the ecliptic.

This is in

agreement with HASA terrestrial observations of meteors.^ ^
The salient features in Figure 3-8 are contained in the inclination
distributions for e < 0 . 3 and e > O.J.

The highly eccentric orbits

have a distribution quite similar to the long and medium period orbits.
For the more circular orbits, there is a lack of low inclination orbits;
but, two peaks are observed at approximately

r = 6o° and l40O .

Davies

states that these peaks are observed all year.'
From the preceding discussion, it is clear that the distribution
of sporadic meteor orbits is anisotropically distributed around the
earth.

This distribution will be analytically approximated in the

next section.

3.4.3.2 , Analytical Model
The orbital distribution described by Figures 3-6 through 3-8
can be simulated.

A simulation is given in Table I, where

is-the relative polar density of sporadic meteor orbits in
ecliptic coordinates.
The orbital distribution in Table I is characterized by a
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relatively large number of meteors overtaking the earth and a lack
of meteors around the helion and antihelion points.

The helion and

antihelion points are in the plane of the ecliptic and are located
respectively at I' = 90° and 290°.

Davies's work on the distribution

of orbital inclinations indicates that most meteors are moving in
direct orbits.
Meteor orbits intercepting the earth form an angle
earth-sun line (Y-axis).
as the. earthj as
elongated.

If

with the

= 90°, the meteor has the same orbit

decreases, the orbit becomes more and more

The orbit corresponds to a double line when

its meteor collides with the sun.

= 0 ° and

Orbits just missing the sun cannot

exist because their meteors are vaporized by the sun's heat.
is a minimum value of
Mlodnoskyx

There

for which a meteor is not vaporized.

states that no meteor orbits can have an OL less than

twelve degrees.

The deficiency of orbits in Table I appears as a

shortage of radiants near 35° and 320° ecliptic longitude in Figure
1-3.

The reason for the shift in the deficiency zones will be ■

discussed in the.next section.
The ecliptic is a mirror image plane for the
in Table I.

distribution

Davies's investigation was mainly limited to the north

ecliptic hemisphere.

However, he believes that meteors should be

similarly distributed in the south.

Cosby and Lyle^ ^

state that

the orbital distribution of meteors is symmetric with respect to the
ecliptic plane.

Table I. Mathematical Interpretation of the Orbital
Distribution of Sporadic Meteors' Around the Earth

P'
p
-O.56 CEB + [(O.56 CEB)

_3-_
+ 2.24 (ZA] 2

0 ° g X' < 40°
|P'| g 90c

320 g X ' < 360^

-2 CEA

p
I
-0.944 CEB + [(0.944 CEB) + 2.828 CEAj2

4o° s x ' < 60°
. (P'l

2 CEA

300° g X ' < 320°

p
I.
-1.25 CEB + [(1.25 CEB) + 2.5.CEAj2
2 CEA

60° g X' < 80°
280° g X ' < 300°

Ip tI

■ 8o° s x ' < 100°

0

IM
260° s X ' < 280°
8o° s X' < 100°

0.5

■

12
° < Ip iI g 90c
12°

260° g' X ' <280°

-0.3 cos S' + [(0.3 cos S ')2 + 4 sin2 S'j2
O
'.
2 sin

(Continued on next page)

S'

100° S X 1'.< 110°

Ip tI

O

Table I.

(Continued)

X1

Qh(x",P')

P'

-0. 22 cos P 1 + [(0.2 2 cos p ' ) 2 + 4 sin2 p ' ] 2
110° S X' 210°

|P'| g

90 °

210 °

Ip'-| s 90°

2 sin2 P 1

^O.9 oos P' +3 [(0.3 cos P')2 +

4

sin2 p']2

g X' <

260 °

4 sin2 P'

-

1-2 sin Pl_cos_p;_

CNB =

M

.

0.707 (sin P' + cos p»)

t
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If the model in Table I is realistic, then a radiant distribution
derived from it should compare favorably with Figure 1-3*

The com

parison cannot be made until an orbit-radiant transformation has been
developed.

The orbit-radiant transformation is based on the change

in direction of a meteor intercepted by the earth.

The transformation

will be developed in the next section.

3.4.4

Geocentric Meteor Velocity and Direction

3 .4.4.I

Approximate Vectorial Velocity

A meteor's geocentric velocity V^ at the earth's distance from
the sun is approximately the vector sum of the meteors heliocentric
velocity V, and the earth's orbital velocity V g .
is illustrated in Figure 3-9-

The vector addition

TB
The approximate geocentric velocity V g 1 has direction numbers

Ig

-

cos (Pf) cos (X') + V15'

m^

=

ng

'= -Vh sin (p')

Vji

cos

(P') sin ( X ')

(3 -2 6 )

The approximation can be removed by taking into account the
earth's gravitational attraction, atmospheric deceleration, and the
earth's rotation.

3.4.4.2

Corrections

The following is a review of the accepted theories of the
corrections to V ' due to the earth's gravitational attraction,
atmospheric deceleration, and the earth's rotation.

(2 3 27)
* * y

Newton's law of gravitation states that any two masses attract
each other with a force directly proportional to their masses) and
inversely proportional to the square of the distance separating their
centers of mass.

From energy considerations, a meteor starting from

rest at an infinite distance from the earth will attain a velocity^^
given by v^ = 2 GMglZr = 125 km^/sec^, where the gravitational constant
G = 6 . 6 7 x 10 ^
10

2b-

Newton m^/kg^, and the earth has a mass Mg = 5*98 x

6

kg and a radius r ='6.37 x 10

nothing else influences the meteor.

m.

The velocity v

2

assumes that

The linear velocity of a point at a geographic latitude L is
0.464 cos (L) km/sec. and the deceleration due to the atmosphere is

between 0.5 and I km/sec.^^

Relative to Vr ' and the effect of

gravity, these corrections are small.

Therefore, corrections due to

the rotation of the earth' on its axis and the viscous nature of the
atmosphere can be neglected.

The geocentric velocity

is then

given by

|Vg |2 =

125

+ |Vg '|2

.

(3-2 7 )

Gravity affects not only the meteor's velocity but also its
f2
trajectory.' Oliverv

has demonstrated that a meteor's change in

direction AZq, with respect to the observer's zenith, is given by

l\l - Itk iI

tan (

(3-28)

Ivg I + Ivg 'I

where Z

O

is the zenith angle of the meteor trail.

The direction

correction is called zenith attraction and the geometry of this
effect is shown in Figure 3-10.

3.4.4.3

Effect of Corrections .

The effect of zenith attraction can be appreciable when the
meteor is traveling in the minus X direction and the radiant lies
near the horizon.

Under these conditions, |v '| is small and
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Zenith

To earth's
center

Figure 3-10.

Geometry of Zenith Attraction

tan (Z /2) is close to unity.

The maximum change of direction due

to zenith attraction is about 17°

^

Using Eqs. 3-21, 3-24, 3-26, 3-27, the trigonometric identity

tan (A)

=

+

I - cos (A) ' 2
I + cos (Aj

(3-29)

and using the fact that

cos

(az0)

1A

* V t

* V t

U /

+ m / + ng¥

(3 - 30 )
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and

(Zg) =

006

(3-31)

Equation 3-28 becomes

i
1B2 + mK2 + nR2

- V t

- V t

- V t

1S2 + mg2 + ng2

+ V t

+ V t

+ V t

?
?
?
1 2 5 + 1 + m + n
_______ S '
g
g

125 + I

P
g

P
+ m
g

P
'
+ n
g .

+ V t

+ veTt

+

n 2 ,
2
2
I
+ m
+ n
■g
g
g
P
P
P
I
+ m
+ n
S
g
g

.x.

1

1 + V t

2

(3-28a)

I - XeXt - HeHt - TeTt

In Eq. 3-28a only (X .,q ,,v ) and (X ,q ,v ) are known.

The

prolate spheroid geometry of a forward-scatter communication link
permits one to determine (^eJ^e Jve ) and the allowable values of
(X^,p^,v^) for the tangent point.

The tangent point will be assigned.

However, there are still too many unknowns for a one-to-one mapping
of V

S

onto V ’.
g

The effect of zenith attraction, therefore, cannot

be taken into account.
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At -first glance this omission

would seem to cause a substantial

error in the relative distribution of observable trails, n(x',y')*
It will be shown later that n(x!,y1) is directly proportional to q_.
In Eq. 1-1, q is proportional to cos (Zq).

When a radiant lies on the

horizon, cos (Zq ) is equal to zero and none of the trails with that
radiant are observable.

The meteors disintegrate in the atmosphere

before reaching the tangent point.

As the zenith angle Zq decreases,

AZ q decreases, and the number of observable trails per radiant in
creases.

Thus, the omission of the effect of zenith attraction causes

only a minor error in n(x',y').

3.4.5

Orbit-Radiant Transformation

3.4.5.1

Direction Transformation

The ecliptic coordinates X ' and P 1 can be found for a given
(l^,m^,n^)

by noting that two lines are co-linear if their direction

numbers are proportional.

The lines defined by (l^,m^,n^) and

(l_l_,m^,n^) are co-linear when the effect of zenith attraction is
neglected.

Using Eqs. 3-26, the co-linear condition is specified

by Eqs. 3-32 and 3-33.

(3-32)
V, cos (p') cos (X') + 7
h
e
and

Vh cos (P') sin (X')
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(3 -3 3 )
Vh cos (P') sin (X')

-V^ sin (p1)

From Eq. 3-33, tan (p') is equal to

tan (Pr)

------- sin (Xf)

(3 -3 4 )

From Eq. 3-32, cos (Pt) is given by

coss

mtVe

(P')

(3 -35 )

Vh [l^ sin (X') - m^ cos (Xr)]

Using the identity

tan (P')

=

+ [ --------cos ( P ' )

- I ]2

and Eqs. 3-34 and 3-35, cos2 "(X') is given by

-2 ac + b2 + b [b2 - 4c2 - 4ac ] 2
cos

(3 -3 6 )

(X')

2(a2 + b2)

where

a = V

b

-

1t2 - - t X 2 " Ve % 2

2 W

h
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and

G

=

(3-37)

From which, one of the four possible values of I' is given by

X'

tan"1 [( ---^ ---cos (X')

=

where X', X' +

it,

-I )2]

.

(3-38)

-X', and -(X' + ’it) are the four possible values.

Since n( x ',y1) will be calculated on a digital computer, it is
convenient to pick a value of X ' and compute P' from Eqv 3-3^*
Eqs. 3“32 and 3-33 are the final arbitrators of the.validity of the
chosen X 1 and its complement P 1.
Eqs. 3-32 through 3-38 are used to transform a meteor from the
orbital distribution (heliocentric space) to the radiant distribution
(geocentric space).
change.

The transformation corresponds to a direction

This transformation concept can be extended to determine

how a small area of the orbital distribution changes in direction and
size under the transformation.

The change in direction and size can

be used to translate the. orbital distribution into a radiant distri
bution.

3.4.5*2

Area Transformation

The meteors piercing a given area of the orbital distribution are

1
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the same meteors piercing a corresponding area of the radiant distri
bution.

Thus, by finding a relationship between the two areas, a

relationship between the orbital and radiant distributions is defined.
This relationship is called the orbit-radiant transformation.
The relationship between the two areas will be determined by
finding the angles between the rays in geocentric space corresponding
to the rays in heliocentric space defined, by (X 1 (X' -

), and (X' +

, P ' - ).

is described geometrically in Figure 3-11«
in

is assumed constant.

, (3' -

),

This relationship .

The orbital meteor density

This assumption requires small values for

A X ’ and Afi’; the chosen value for A X 1 and Afi' is 0.0175 radians.
The lines a, b and c correspond to rays of unit length defined
respectively by (X' +
(X' + ~ ~

, p' -

), (X' ).

, fi' +

) and

The lines a', b ', and c' are rays of unit

length parallel respectively to the lines formed by mapping a, b, and
c into geocentric space.
The geocentric area, A , can be found from the angles in Eq.
®
'
.

3-39«

________________ I

__________

( \ a ' \ b ' + ^ta'^tb ' + Vta ,Vtb '^

a 'c

-I

tan
+ M-.
ta'^tc

+

(3-39)

NEP

EEP

Orbit-Radiant _
Transformation

Apex

CO

Heliocentric Space

Figure 3-H*

■

Geocentric Space

Geometrical representation of the size-direction change of the
area A^ under the orbit-radiant transformation to the area A^.
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The a ', b/, and c r subscripts on the direction cosines correspond
respectively to the a', b' and c'-rays.
The ratio of the area in heliocentric space to the corresponding
area in geocentric space is

20'

AX.' cos (P')

(3-40)

'b' ^ a 'c'

3-4.5-3

Radiant Density

Since A X ' and 20' are small, the number of meteors per differ
ential solid angle of the radiant distribution, n(xT>y',z ',a), is
approximately

n(x',yT,z',a)

=

A
J~
g

\

(%-';&')

(3-4l)

Eqs. 3-35'and 3-38 through 3-4l comprise the orbit-radiant
transformation.
It is now possible to check the validity of the distribution
given in Table I.

If the orbital distribution is realistic, a radiant

distribution derived from it will look similar to Figure 1-3«

3.4.6

Theoretical Radiant Distribution-

3.4.6 .I

Synthesis

Table I transforms into the radiant distribution shown in

•
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Figure 3-12.

Ihe figure was constructed by using a discrete set of

values for I' and (3' :
1.

A value was assigned to X''.

,

was found for values of

For this X ’_, the radiant density
between 0 ° and 90 °; P' was incre

mented in 10 ° steps.

2.

The ecliptic longitude X ' was increased by 10

and the radiant

density was calculated for the range of P'.

3«

The process was continued until all values of X ' and P r were
accounted for.

k.

The summation defined by L, M, and H in Figure 1-3 was per-'
formed and a smooth curve was drawn through the points.

3.4.6.2

Parallelism

The distribution in Figure 3-12 has the same general shape as
the empirical distribution shown in Figure 1-3.

However, there are

two minor deviations.
The widths of the regions of intense radiant activity'near the
helion and antihelion in Figure 3-12 are narrower than those in
Figure 1-3.

Also, the locations cf these regions differ by about ten

degrees.
This research used

= 35 km/sec as the mean orbital velocity

(p 3 )
x
' of a meteor at the earth's orbit.

A smaller value of
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antihelion

— 3

Xv ,
helion

Figure 3-12.

Polar plot of the sporadic meteor radiant
distribution as derived from Table I by
use of the orbit-radiant transformation.
Ecliptic coordinates are used.

S5
would improve the position notch, but it is not realistic to reduce
In Figure 3-6 , values of l/a equal to 0, 0.3, 0.6, I, and 1.5

Vji-

equal to 42, 40, 35, 29.5, and 21 km/sec.

correspond respectively to
The relationship between

and l/a at the earth's orbit is

= [886 (2 - l/a)]?. (2,3)
Despite the differences, the two distributions are consistent.
The distribution in Figure 3-12 will be used to calculate n(x',y').

3.5

RELATIVE DISTRIBUTION OF OBSERVABLE TRAILS

3.5.1

Optimum Polarization

3.5»I*I

Procedure

The echo rate n( x 1,yT) -expected from a differential region of
sky is a function of the number of trails in the region satisfying
the tangency condition.

A mathematical expression for n ( x ,,y') is

given in Eq. 3-42.

n(x',y')

z1
CC
n max n max
=s /
/
J z ' . ^ CL .
mm
mm

00

p
/ • n(x' ,y',z',a,m)dmdo:dz'
^m .
mm

The following symbols appear in Eq. 3-42:

(3-^2 )

h(x',y',z',CX,m) is the

relative number of trails per dx'dy'dz' at (x 1,y',z T) as a function
of direction and meteor mass: m .
mm

is the minimum mass a meteor can

have and still produce an observable trail at (x',y',z'); c^ n and
CL ■ are respectively the minimum and maximum values of a, for a
max
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trail satisfying the tangency condition at (x',y',z')j Z 1niin an^ z 'max
are respectively the lower and upper bounds of the active meteor layer
at (x',y')•

3.5-1-2

Mass-Frequency Distribution

The mass-frequency distribution^*

for sporadic meteors is

given by

(3-43)

an
m

where Kn is a constant of proportionality.
I

a(x',y',z';8,m) dm =

n(x',y',z',cx) ~
m

It follows that

(3-44)

dm

The result' of substituting Eq. 3-44 into Eq. 3-42 and inte
grating over m is
z'
n max
%(x',y')

3-5-1-3

~

K1

Q
^max

I ■
U rv
min
min ■

%',<%) dadz'

(3-42a)

min

Minimum Observable Mass

Using Eqs- 1-1, 1-7 and B-3 from Appendix B, m

is found to be
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A m
min

. $ X 10 "32

sin (y) [E1R 2 (R1 + R 3 ) ] 2
cos (Zq) cos (7j ) Exp ( 2 ^

) [I - i Exp ( 2 ^

)]2

(3-4$)

is the minimum P
that can be observed.
where R
max
Emm
Kn
.(2) states that the majority of the evidence suggests
McKinley
'P"

const V
g

Should this be true, any change in the geocentric

meteor velocity would be reflected in the number of observable meteor
5

trails.

In this report, it is assumed that {3" = const

and that

the radiant distribution in Figure 3-12 accounts for the geocentric
velocity distribution of sporadic meteors'.

Thus, Eq. 3-40 becomes

C2 sin (y) [R1 R 2 (R1 + Eg)]
(3-45a)
min,

) [I - ^ Exp ( 2 = ^ ) ] 2

cos (Zq) cos (r\) Exp (

where K 3 is a constant and is given by

5 x 10

En
(H7)'
nmm .
-32

K

2

(3-46)
(P'!)'

Using Eq. 3-4$a, Eq. 3-42a becomes "*

* Hote that the transmitter power, receiver threshold, and operating
wavelength appear as a constant multiplier in n(x',y').
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z

,
, .. K 1
nCx'^y') =

'2

I

max

a

max

/

min

- Exp (22^)

y

0^nin

[I - i Exp (
( ?^^))]]^

cos (7| ) cos (Z ) "
---------------- -X
sin (y)

I
(3-42b)

dadz'
Cr 1R 2 (R1 +

r2) ] 2

Numerical techniques must be used to perform the integration in
E q . 3~^-2b.

But first, all variables V i l l be expressed in terms of the

•jpj
primed coordinate system.

3.$.1.4

Differential Observable Trail Density

3.5.I.4.I

Variable Changes

The variables in the denominator of Eq. 3-42b are illustrated
in Figure 1-b.

The- term containing the path length variable is

X

(3-4?)

8 $

Figure 3-13 illustrates the geometry of y used in finding
sin (y).

The proper direction cosines of the trail and

are res-

Trail

(A,0,0)
Figure 3-13•

Geometry

relationship between

meteor

pectiveIy (sin (p) cos (a), -sin (p) sin (a), cos (p)) and (A-x',
- y ',- z ') [(A-x ' ) 2 + (y ' ) 2 + (z')2 ]~2-

cos (y) =

From which cos (y) is given by

(A-x') sin (P) cos (a) + y' sin (p) sin (a)

z ' cos (p)

[(A-x'y2 + (y ' ) 2 + (z 1) 2 ] 2
(3-48)

and
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(A-X ' ) 2 +

(y’)2 +

(z 1) 2 -

[(A-Xt) sin (p) cos (a) +

sin

(r)'=

'y' sin (P) sin (ex) - z ' cos (p)]®

(3-49)
[(A-x ' ) 2 + (y ' ) 2 + (z ’ ) 2 ] 2

The requirement that an observable meteor trail must be tangent
to a prolate spheroid can be used to find j3 in terms .of A, X 1, y ’,
z 1, and CU.

Using the direction cosines of the normal to a spheroid

given by Eq. A-2 and the direction cosines of a trail as defined above,
the following relation is defined.

x
x

2 sin (p) cos (a) - 2—

sin (p) sin (a) +

o

(3-50)
From Eq. 3-50 and the conditions that

x

2
o

2

[(A-x ' ) 2 + (y ' ) 2 + (z ' ) 2 ] 2

2
[(A+x' ) 2 + (y ' ) 2 + (z 1) 2 ] 2

and
x

^ cos (P) = 0

o
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the following is obtained for P

z'[ ^(A-X 1) 2 + (y 1) 2 + (z1

^

+

{(a +x ' ) 2 + (y')2 + (z')2> ^ J 2
tan

(3-51)
[ {(A-x ' ) 2 + (y ' ) 2 + (z')2]

+

{(A+x')2 + ( y ' ) 2 + ( z ' ) 2 } ^ ] 2
Cy1 sin (a) - x' cos (a)]
4a 2

x

’

cos

X

+

(a)

The denominator of Eq. 3-^2b is now completely defined in terms
of x ’, y ’, z ', A, and CL
Three•variables in the numerator of Eq. 3-^2b must be expressed
in terms of the variables x', y 1, z ', A, and a.

These are:

(l) h;

(2) cos (Zq); and (3) cos (?| ).
. The procedure for finding h is:

(l) write the equation of a

sphere whose center is at the center of the earth and whose radius is
equal to (r + h)j (2 ) transform this equation to the primed coordinate
■system; and (3 ) solve for h.

Figure 3-1^ will facilitate the im

plementation of this operation.
The equation of a sphere with radius (r + h) and concentric
with the earth is

x

2

2

+ y

+ z2

(r + h ) 2

(3-52)
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•where r is the radius of the earth and h is the height above the
earth.

Z'
(0,0,r-(r2_A2)z)

Figure 3-lA.

Illustration of the relation of the primed system
to the earth as used in determining h.

The orientation of the primed system relative to the unprimed
system is arbitrary for determining h(x',y 1,z 1,A).

For convenience,

the translation is along the Z axis, and Eq.. 3-52 becomes

(x ' ) 2 + (y ’ ) 2 + U ' + [r2 - A2 ]1" ) 2

=

(r + h ) 2

(3-53)
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From Eq.. 3-53, h is found to equal

(3-^4)
The meteor trail's zenith angle Zq need only be found in the form
cos (Z ).
x o'

(3-31

The minus sign makes Zq an acute angle.
The last variable of the integrand in E q . 3-^-2b to be expressed
in terms of the primed system is cos

(V1 ) -

is the angle between

the electric vector incident on the trail and the electric vector
which will be accepted by the receiving antenna.
It is possible, by a suitable choice of linear' polarization for
the transmitted wave and the linear polarization accepted by the
receiving antenna, to make cos (Tj ) equal to one.

The polarization

of the transmitting and receiving antennas would have to be adjusted
for each point in the meteor trail zone.

The proper directions for

the electric vectors are perpendicular to the propagation plane.
The polarization is optimum when cos ('>\ ) equals one.

The use of

circularly polarized waves would furnish optimum polarization, but
the price is an average 3 db power loss over that obtained from
optimum linear polarization.

(2)
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For optimum polarization, cos (^ ) does not appear in the
evaluation of nQ(x ',y ').
ization.

The

o

subscript represents optimum polar

Although this is a severe restriction, it will be shown

later that n(x',y') for any polarization can readily be Obtained from
n0(x',y')•

For this reason, n(x1,y') will first be calculated for

optimum polarization.
The integrand of Eq. 3-42b is now completely defined in terms
of the primed coordinate system; i.e«, for optimum polarization.
The limits on the double integral must now be determined.

3.5.1.4.2

Limits of Integration

The upper and lower limits of the active meteor region are
designated respectively z 1
and z ' . .
max
mm

These two limits can be

found by substituting the values for Iifflax (100 km) and h ^
into Eq. 3-53 and solving for the corresponding.z '.
procedure, z 1
and z ' .
max
z

max

=

(85 km)

Following this

are found to equal

-(r2 -A2')2 + [(r + IOO ) 2 - (x ' ) 2 - (y')2 ]=

(3-55)

-Cr2 -A2 ) 2 + [(r + 85 ) 2 - ( x ' f - (y')2P

(3-56)

and
z

min

The limits on OL occur when the zenith angle Zq of the meteor
trail is 90°•

For this condition, Eq. 3-31 becomes

I I, + m. m. + n n.
e t
e t
e t

=

0

(3-57)
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■ Substituting the values of

found in Eg» 3-20a into

E q . 3-57 gives

[-X^ sin

(p) cos (a) + Xy

sin (P) sin (a) - X^

cos (P)Jlg +

C-Iix sin

(p) cos (a) + (iy

sin (p) sin (a) - H z

cos (P)Jmg +

[-Vx sin

(p) cos ((%) + V

sin (p) sin' (d) -

cos (p) Jng

= 0.

(3-57a)
The algebra leading to o' is lengthy but straightforward.

First,

divide both sides of Eq. 3_57a by cos (p) and then replace tan (p)
by.its equivalent in Eq. 3-51°

Carrying out these operations,

Eq. 3-57a becomes

A-[XI
I x e

+ fi m + V n J
rX e
xe

cos (a) +
'

(3-57b)
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Eq. 3-5Tb can be simplified by using the following four steps:
(l) multiply both sides
•^(A+x1) 2
Ua 2 X 1

cos

+ (y')2

by ^ ['^(A-x1) 2 + (y 1) 2 + (z ') 2 j- 2 +

+ (z 1) 2 j- 2']2

[y 1 sin (a) - x' cos (a:)]

(a)^ j (2).divide both sides by cos (d);

all terms containing tan (a); and (4) solve for d.

+

(3 ) combine
This procedure

yields

a

=

(3 - 58 )

tan"1 ( |rr )

.where

A"

=' CAxIe + ^xme + Vxne ] z' [ ^(A-x')2 +

!'(A+x1)2 + (y')2 + (z')2j 2J2

+

(y')2 + (z')2j

+

X 1CAzIe + pzme + vzne^

C4a 2 - ['^.(A-Xt)2 + (y1)2 + (z')2? 2

+

' ' •

.

{(A+ x')2 + (y')2 + (z')2j ^ ] 2 ]
and

B"

=

+ Hy% +

^'(Ve +

~

[ C(A-x'}2 +

(y’)2 + (zr)2]2 + C(a +x ')2 + (y')2 + (z')2]2 ^ 2
‘ The value of a given by Eq. 3-58 can be either 0! .
0
mm

or Cd.
.
max

Since the point at which d was calculated is known, the proper
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subscript on a can be assigned by inspection.. For example, in the
fourth quadrant of the primed system 0^ n must be less than or equal
to zero.

a
max

The other value of CL can be found from the relation

= 'a . + it
mm

3.5-1-5

(3-59)

Evaluation

A numerical integration technique was used to evaluate Eq. 3-^2b
on a digital computer.

The interval between two values of ct in the

range from Q! . to 0!
was 10°.
mm ’
max

The 10° interval was chosen because

(l) larger intervals would not see the dominant features of the
radiant distribution; (2 ) 10 is an integral factor of 180 ; and (3 )
smaller intervals increased the computer time needed to solve the
problem without a significant change in n^(x',y').
Similarly, integrating from z ' .

to z 1

in 3 km increments

was found to be approximately three times the value of nQ(x',y1)
evaluated at (z' . + z '

)/2.

Since the distribution of n (x',y')

•is reported in relative numbers, the integral on z ' was replaced
by substituting (z 'min + z 'max^ 2 ^or z ' in Eq. 3-j^-Sb.
i

3.5«2

Horizontal Polarization
The horizontal electric vector is perpendicular to

zenith at (A,0,0).

The direction of the zenith is

and the
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Ztr

(3-&0)

sin (Q) i + cos (Q) k

=

The condition for horizontal polarization is

Xh sin (Q) + Ph (O) + Vr cos (Q)

where

^

^

=

0

(3-6i)

.are the direction cosines of the transmitted-

horizontal electric vector and Q is the angle between the zenith at
(A,0,0) and the Z ' axis.
The electric vector of a transverse wave must be perpendicular
to the direction of wave travel.

This condition is expressed by

Eq. 3-62.

Ili (x'-A) + i^y' + V hZ 1 =

0

(3-62)

Using Eqs. 3-6l and 3-62, and the condition that

+ Mh

+ Vh

- I

it can be Shown that

\

=

Mh ^Vh ) are given by

W
z 1 tan (q )

(x'-A)

hi

and

-y' tan (Q)
Vh

=

(3-63)
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where

C ' =, [(y* sec (Q) ) 2 + (z 1 tan (Q) ) 2 + (x'-A) 2 i,
2 z ' (x'-A) tan (Q) ] 2

(3-64)

Similarly, the zenith at (-A,0,0) has the direction

Z

=

-sin (Q) i

+

cos (q ) k

(3-65)

1 2
Just as three equations were enough to describe the conditions
for horizontal polarization of the emitted wave, so can three
equations characterize the conditions for horizontal polarization
at the receiver.

These equations are '

= I
(x'+A) + ^ y 1 + V 1^z'

=

(3-66)
0

(3-6?)

and

sin (Q) +

cos (q )

where

= 0 -

'

' (3-68)

are ^he direction cosines of the electric vector

accepted at TR^.
Using Eqs- 3-66 through 3-68, ( - ^ V ^ )

'-z' tan (Q) - (x'+A)
^h

"

C 71

'

can be shown to equal

100
and
y 1 tan (Q)

(3-69)

//here
[ ( y ' sec (Q) ) 2 + ( z

t

tan (q ) ) 2 + (x'+A) 2

2 z ' (x'+A:) tan (Q) ] 2

(3-70)

The polarization term cos (Tj

) for horizontal polarization at

TR^ and TR^ is given by

c°s (r(h) =

W + i w i +W

(3-71)

Using Eq.s. (^-6 3 ), and (U-69 ), Eq.. (^-7l) becomes

-[%' tan (Q) + A-x'][z' tan (Q) + A+x'] (y■ tan (Q))2

+ X y ')2

cos

(3-72)
CO"

cos (7|^) is a function of Q, A, x', y ', and z '.

The first

four variables are constant for any point (x 1,y1) in a particular
communication link: z ' varies from z ' . to z '
mm
max
approximately constant between z ' . and z '
.
mm ■
max
deviation of cos

from cos
z ' . or z'
mm ,
max

is less than 0.01 for A = 4^0 km.

cos

< V

is

The maximum

< W 1 ( : min

+ Z'

max

The characteristics of cos (7j ^)

)
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are shown in Figure 3-15♦

3.5*3

Vertical Polarization

■ Let (X ,u. ,V ) be the direction cosines of the electric vector
v v v
incident at the trail.
(X ,U ,V ).
'
V v

Three conditions are necessary to solve for

These are:

(l) the vertical electric vector must be

perpendicular to the horizontal electric vector; (2 ) the vertical
electric vector must be perpendicular to the direction of travel of
the wave; and (3 ) the scalar product of the vertical electric vector
of unit length with itself must equal one.

These conditions are

expressed in Eqs. 3-73 through 3-75.
>

'

.

Vfc+ V V + Vh.= 0'

(3'73)

X (x'-A)
V

(3-7^)

+

q |_i'
rV

+

V z' =
V

0

and

\ 2

'

+

hT2

+

L 2

-

1

C3-7 S)

From which (X ,u ,V ) is found to equal .
x y 7r^Y V

z'v -V ________

(rCn11='-v

,)2

+(j'y Vx'+aVj2 +

I< V -ATh -V A i
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Figure 3-15.

Topological representation of cos (7| ^ ) •

Calculated

for A = U50 km and z' = (z'max + z 'min)/2 *
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X, C

V

=' ^

- y
- y' vh

(3-7 6 )
UhS'- v

Let (X ’,u. '.V ') be the direction cosines of the electric
v
v
v
vector except at TR^e

The three equations defining vertical polar

ization at TRg are

x^u +

+ v ^

-

0

(3-77)

X 1 (x*+A) + j-i'y' + V ’z ' =
v
v .
v

(3-78)

0

and

(x^.f +

+ (v;)^

=

(3-79)

I

Using Eqs. 3-77 through 3-79> it can be shown that
s'

X1

[(^z' - V^y')2 + (y'Xh - Uhx ' ■A
Al^)" + (V^x' + V^A - X ^ ' ) 2 ]

•» x> A V 1^A- ^
u;

■

Z'
j

x; [
s' hi

,x t

c

y; K r

^ A j

(3-80)

v- y'

The polarization term cos (T| ) for vertical polarization at
both stations is given by

cos

(1Iv)

v ; +

(3-81)

+ V/;

The characteristics of cos (Y| ) are shown in Figure 3-l6.
The evaluation-of cos (7) ) at (z ’ . + z '
)/2 is also valid.
M v y
V mm
max"
The derivations of the polarization terms cos (

^) and cos

(Ijv ) largely parallel the derivations given by Mlodnosky.("^)

270

-

Figure 3-l6.

Topological representation of cos (7j ^).
for A = 450 km and z' = ( z ' ^ +

Calculated
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4.0

PRESENTATION, INTERPRETATION, AND VERIFICATION OF THEORETICAL
OBSERVABLE TRAIL ACTIVITY

4.1

VARIATIONS

4.1.1

General Considerations

Time variations in n ^ x ' ,y') are directly related to changes in •
the distribution of radiants over the link's hemisphere.

The radiant

distribution is time invariant with respect to the unprimed coordinate
system.

Therefore, time variations in the link's radiant distribution

are caused by changes in the link's location in the unprimed coordinate
system.

These considerations and Figures 3-12 and 4-1 will be used

in the following sections as an aid in visualizing what is causing ■
the time variations in n (x',y').
O

4.1.2

Diurnal St

4.I.2.I Theory .
Figure 4-2 illustrates the diurnal variation of n (x',y') for
-a station separation of 900 km.
given by 90 ° minus ^

, and

d

The link's geographic latitude is
determines the angle through which the

X' axis must be rotated counterclockwise in order to coincide with the
X' axis.
e

The arrows in each figure correspond to the positive direc-

ti'ons of the X' and Y r axis.

Figure 4-2 corresponds to a link located

at 46°N latitude with its X' axis 13° south of east.

The parameters

correspond to an existing link between The Boeing Company, Seattle,
Washington, and the Electronics Research Laboratory (ERL), Bozeman,

io8

September

Figure U-I.

Annual and diurnal variations of a geographic
location with respect to the earth's apex.
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June - Sunrise

Figure 4-2.

June - Noon

Intensity coded topological representation of
n (x',y1) for the following parameters: (l)
A°= 450 km; (2 ) d = 13°; and (3 ) 5 = 44°. X
signifies a station location.

HO
Montana.

-

The topological maps in Figure 4-2 are characterized by a maximum
observable trail activity, n^(x',y'), at sunrise followed by a gradual
decay in activity as time progresses.

At sunset, n ^ x ' ,y') ■begins its

gradual climb to the sunrise maximum.
The region of maximum n^(x',y') forms a crescent about the origin
at sunrise.

The hot-spot can be accounted for by noting the link's

geographical location, and relating this location to the radiant dis
tribution.

The left most drawing in Figure Ur-I corresponds to

Sg = 90° (June).

Relative to the ecliptic, the link is resting on

its positive X' axis, and negative Y' and Z 1 axis.
places most of the radiants south of the X' axis.

This orientation
Radiants south of

the X 1 axis are potentially observable on the north side of the- axis.
Thus, no'(.x',y') north of the X' axis should be greater than in the
south.
The two hot-spot protrusions south of the X' axis at sunrise
would be difficult to predict by this qualitative analysis.

The

protrusions arise partly because the range attenuation near a station
is less than that near'the mid-point.
The X' axis is pointed in the antapex direction at noon.■ The
position of the link, between the earth and the sun, eliminates the
possibility of exploiting the major radiant lobe in the fourth unprimed
■quadrant.

The first quadrant radiant activity will enhance n (x',y'-)

Ill
in the first and second quadrants of the primed system.

The third

and fourth link quadrants are fed by meteors from the corresponding
unprimed quadrants.

But most of these meteors are shielded.from the

link by the earth.
During the evening hours the earth is shielding the link from
the three major radiant lobes.

The shielding results in a null in

So(x',y').
The reversal in position of the hot-spots between noon and mid
night is attributed to the (l80 °-2 d) shift in the X' axis direction.
n^(x',y') decreases because the link is closer to the ZEP.

4.I.2.2

Experiment

Meteor scientists agree that the observable trail activity is a
maximum at sunrise.

^

The activity decreases from the .

morning maximum to a minimum at sunset.

At sunset, the activity

begins its gradual climb to the sunrise maximum'.
trail activity versus time is quasi-sinusoidal.

A plot of observable
The mean diurnal ■

variation of the observable trail activity on a Canadian Janet system
is shown in Figure 4-3of 100.

'

The curve is normalized to a mean value

The link is between Greenwood, Nova Scotia and Ottawa, Ontario

a distance of 860 km.

Except for longitude, the Greenwood-Ottawa and

the Boeing-ERL links have a similar geographical arrangement.
difference in longitude corresponds to a difference in time.

The
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June, 1955, to August, 1956

160 -

120 H

40 -

Local Time

Figure 4-3.

4.1.3

Latitude

4.1.3.1

Normalized mean diurnal variation of the observable
trail activity on the Greenwood-Ottawa link, (l?)

£

Theory

One of the most noticeable changes in n^(x',y'), due to a change
in latitude, occurs on the apex side of the earth.
illustrated in Figure 4-4.

The change is

Near the ecliptic a large portion of the

meteor trails in the radiant distribution are observable.

As the

link is rotated away from the ecliptic, n^(x',y') south of the X'
axis decreases faster than in the north.

The asymmetric decrease

is the result of a non-uniform distribution of radiants about the
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Figure k-b.

Intensity coded topological representation of
n (x',y') for the following parameters: (l)
A°= 450 km; (2) d = 13°; (3 ) & = 90°; and
(U) 6+ = 0°. X signifies a station location.
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X' axis.

no(x',y') decreases rapidly as the link is established at

higher and higher latitudes.
The map corresponding to ^ = 20° is a reversal of the general
trend; i.e., no(x',y' > 0) <n^(x',y' < 0).

This reversal could not

be anticipated by qualitative arguments.
Diurnal changes in n^(x',y') decrease with decreasing

.

Topological maps of n^(x',y') change little due to a change in
the antapex side of the earth.

on

The small change is due to the quasi

uniform distribution of radiants over the antapex hemisphere.

4.1.3*2

Experiment

■

Little experimental confirmation exists for Figure 4-4.

Meteor

scientists believe that the meteoric activity at the equator is
greater than at the p o l e s . T h i s

belief is supported by a-

comparison of Stanford’s radar measurements of meteor activity in the
Antarctic during the IGY and meteor activity at Stanford, California.
The International Geophysical Year (lGY) existed from July 1957 to
January i96 0 .

4.1.4

'

'

x

Seasonal 5S

4.I.4.I

Theory

The seasonal changes in n^(x’,y’.) shown in Figure 4-5 are a
result of seasonal changes in the angle between the observer and the
apex.
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Notice the similarities between the
in Figures 4-4 and 4-5.
Figure 4-4 the

and Sg 'Spectrums■of

The differences are subtle.

In

axis- retains its orientation, with respect to the

unprimed system, as

is varied.

The reasons for the
studying the variables

This is not true for changes in Sg.

axis direction change can be found by
d

and Sg.

d

is the rotation angle of the -

primed coordinate system; it is measured from the

axis. ■The X^.

axis is tangent to the curve forming the latitude intercepting the
point (x^,y^.,z^).- For constant ^
changes with Sg.

, the direction of the X^ axis

Every l80° change in Sg is accompanied by a l80°

change in the direction of the X^ axis.
be seen by studying Figure 3-1«

The direction change can

The effect of

d

is superimposed on

the seasonal change in the X^ axis .'
The foregoing observations are reflected in the maps in Figure
4-5«

A qualitative analysis of the maps in this figure would follow

the same line of reasoning previously used.

4.I.4.2

Experiment

Experimental verification is confined to an investigation of the.
mean annual variation of observable trail activity.

(2 ? pi)

scientists have recorded this variation.' ^ ^

'

Many ■ ■

They all agree that

the annual variation is characterized by a minimum centered in March
and a maximum in August.

The observable trail activity is lower during

ll6

0° (September)

Figure 4- 5.

90° (June)

Intensity coded topological representation
of n (x1,y') for the following parameters:
(I) % = 450 km; (2 ) 5 , = 0 °; (3 ) s = 44°;
and (4) d = 13°. X signifies a station
location.
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the first than the second half of the year.

The annual variation

of the average hourly observable trail activity on the GreenwoodOttawa link is shown in Figure 4-6.

'

The experimentally observed

trend is evident in Figure 4-5.

100

June, 1955, to August, 1956

CQ
0)
-P 80
&

J J

_r

S
S
C
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J
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20

Li*'-'
i_

J i T jnI f

-

Jan

Feb Mar

Figure 4-6.

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

j

n -u

Nov Dec

Weekly averages of observable trail
activity on the Greenwood-Ottawa link.

During September of 1964, the Electronics Research Laboratory
experimentally mapped the relative distribution of observable trails
for a link having the following parameters:
d = 13°; and ^

= 44°. ^

research was supported by The Boeing

Company, Seattle, Washington.
stations.

(l) A = 450 km; (2 )

The mapping required the use of three

The operational Boeing-ERL link was used for stations

TRg and TR^ respectively.
between TR^ and TRg.

A mobile station, C, operated in the area
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During the experiment a 46.55 me signal was continuously trans
mitted by TRg with 65 O watts into a five-element Yagi antenna.

A •

seven-element Yagi antenna connected to a 100 db gain receiver was
used at TR^ to receive the intermittent signals.

Station TR^ trans--

mitted a 49.572 me signal at 650 watts when it received a signal,
which exceeded a prescribed threshold, from TRg.

Each transmission

was terminated in 0.7 seconds; thus eliminating the need for filtering
between the 46.55 mc and 49•572 me signals.

The transmitter fed a

three-element Yagi antenna.
The mobile receiving station had a 105 db gain receiver tuned
to 49.572 me.

A three element Yagi antenna was used to illuminate

the area above C.

The mobile station monitored transmissions in the

mornings; the afternoons were used for moving to a new location.
Observation points were chosen to minimize the possibility of illumin
ating the same area twice.
The quasi-simultane0 us reception of a signal at TR^ and C
indicated that a trail above C was supporting communications between
TR 1 and TR0 .

The ratio of the number.of observable trails detected

by C to the number observed by TR_^ was called P^.
normalized topological map of P .

Figure 4-7 is a

The map is normalized to a,maximum

value of 2 .1 .
C did not detect all the observable trails in the region illumin
ated by its antennas.

An observable trail was detected if it satisfied
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Y' (km)
- 36O
•

270

- 180

2.1
1.3
— * --- 1— 0

TR2

90

90

0.6

180

270

360 TR 1

X' (km)

(ERL)

(Boeing) I .3

0.6

Figure 4-7.

Normalized topological map of P1 .

the TR-C spheroid tangency condition.
The TR1-TRg link has geometrical symmetry about the X' axis.
The probability of detecting observable trails above (x 1 =
is the same as above (x' = a, y' = -b).

a,

y ' = b)

Hence, a comparison of P1

(a,b) and f'i(a,-b) is a comparison of the observable trail activity
for these points.
Figure 4-8 is a topological map of n^(x',y').

The map depicts

the distribution of observable trails for the Boeing-ERL link during
a September sunrise.
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Figure 4-8.

Topological representation of n^(x',y') for
the following parameters: (l) A = 450 km;
(2) d = 13°; (3) Ss = 0°; (4) 5t = 0°; and
(5) 'g = 44°.

The ridges in Figure 4-7 are similar in elevation and location
to the ridges in Figure 4-8.
should not be expected.

They are similar but not equal; equality

The theoretical map is computed for sunrise.

Data for the experimental map comes from the morning hours (07001100 hrs.).
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4.1.5

Rotation

4.1.5.1

d

Theory

One would expect no(x',y') to change as
effect of

d

d

is changed.

The

on n (x'^y1) is shown in Figure 4-9.

The region near each station is a rich source of observable
trails. . These are regions of minimum range attenuation.
meteors creating the observable trail activity near TR

Thus, the
. .

2 & = 130 ,

are not as observable in the third quadrant of the map corresponding
to d = 90°.

But, the rotation exposes the third quadrant to the main

stream of the meteors responsible for the activity in the second
quadrant of the d = 13° map.

The effect is an increase in the third

activity.

quadrant n^(x',y')
d = 90

The first quadrant of the map corresponding to d = 90 is geo'
»
metrically compatible with radiants in the fourth ecliptic quadrant.
The fourth quadrant o f the d = 13° map is fed mainly by second and
third ecliptic quadrant meteors.

4.1.5*2

Experiment

Figure 4-9 has not been experimentally verified.

4.1.6

Distance A

4.1.6 .1

Theory

Figure 4-10 depicts n^(x',y') for two values of A.

.The decrease

Key

I
<0.4

Figure 4-9.

I

0 .4-0.8

b

0 .8 -1 .2

> 1 .2

Intensity coded topological representation of
n (x',y') for the following parameters: (l)
A°= 450 km; (2) 5S = 90°; (3) &t = 0°; and
(4) <£ = 44°. X signifies a station location.

in A is accompanied by an enrichment in n^(x',y").

The enrichment

is due to a decrease in range attenuation.
A comparison of Figures 3-15 and 3-l6 indicates that vertical
polarization approximates optimum polarization for long range com
munications.

When the station separation is small, neither vertical
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nor horizontal polarization is close to optimum.

The linear polar

ization should be adjusted for optimum polarization in the hot-spots.

.

•

///

/ ////
200 km

+

Key
I
____ ;
< 0.4

Figure 4-10.

----0.4-0 .8

0 .8-1.2

> 1.2

Intensity coded topological representation of
n 0 (x',y') for the following parameters: (l)
a = 13 °; (2 ) Ss = 90°; (3) &t = 0 °; and (4)
Tf = 44°. X signifies a station location.
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4.106.2

Experiment

Figure 4-10 has not been experimentally verified.

4.2

CONCLUSIONS
The calculation of n^(x'yy') presented in this report assumed

that the radiant distribution in the unprimed coordinate system is
time-invariant.

Future investigations may show that the assumed

time-invariance does not, exist.

However, if the general form of the

radiant distribution is repeated, n^(x',y') may be raised or lowered
according to seasonal changes in the distribution.
changes would require a revision of Table I.

More drastic

These changes would not

effect the theoretical calculation of n^(x',y').
In the long run, as with any theory, the success of the calcu
lation of n (x',y'.) rests on its usefulness in practice.
correct for the cases described in Section 4.I.4.2.

It has proven

The remainder of

the maps in Section 4.1 are in agreement with observational data.
The agreement between, theory and experiment appears to confirm the
validity of the method of calculating n^(x',y').

4.3

CONTINUED RESEARCH
A Janet type communication link automatically selects those'

trails which will support communications.

Radio signals sent from

one station to another via an observable trail form a GIF which
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illuminates the receiver;

An unauthorized receiver must be in this

GIP if it is to receive the transmitted information.

The amount of

information intercepted depends on what part of the GIP illuminates
the unauthorized receiver.

A receiver located at the high power part

of the GIP can intercept more information than a receiver in the low
power part (see Figure 1-7).
The privacy of a meteor communication link can be found by deter
mining the probability of a message being intercepted by an unauthorized
receiver.

The privacy calculation would be a direct extension of the

calculation of n^x'^y')*
lowing order:

The calculation could progress in the fol

(l) determine the radiant of a meteor trail supporting

communications between TR1 and TR^; (2 ) locate other points in the
X' Y 1 plane from which a receiver can detect TR^'s transmission;.
(3 ) determine the percent of information intercepted, as a function
of x' and y ', during each transmission; (4) integrate over all
observable radiants; and (5 ) compile a topological map of the prolability that a message directed towards TR1 will be intercepted at
a point (xT,y')•

-

■

APPENDICES
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APPENDIX

Eq. 1-18 can be simplified.
expressed as a function of y.

A

The function of (() and 6 can be

The geometry of this relationship is

given in Figure A-I.

tangent-

planes

Figure A-I.

Geometry illustrating the relation between y, 6 , and (().

Lines AB and BC are drawn so that they are respectively perpen
dicular to lines PB and PC.

Using the Pythagorean theorem and

triangles APB, ACB, and PBC, it can be shown that line AC is perpen
dicular to line PC.

cos (r)

PC
PA

Hence, cos (y) is equal to

(A-I)
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PC/PA can be represented as

PC
PB

PB
PA

sin ((£>) cos (©)

(A-2)

Using Eqs. A-I and A-2, it can be seen that

sin (y)

=s

[l - sin^ (({)) cos^ (9) ] 2

(A-3)
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APPENDIX B

For a prolate spheroid, the angle formed by two focal radii
through a point on the spheroid is- -bisected by the normal to the
surface at the point.

The proof of this property is given below.

The equation of a prolate spheroid with the X 1 axis as the axis
of revolution is

( z: f

f

.

Zo

f

(B-I)

Zo

where X q and Zq are respectively the X 1 and Z ' axis intercepts. .The
Y 1 axis intercept is also Zq .
The direction cosines of the line normal to the spheroid are
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The direction cosines of

O

Z• ■

A=

and R^ are respectively
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x'-A

x
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Let (J) be the angle between the normal line and

and (])" the

angle between the normal line and R^. ■The cosines of these angles
are

(
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Using Eqs. B-2 through B-5, it follows that
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Using the condition that

X

2
O

=

2

z
o

+ A

2

it can be shown that the right hand side of Eq. B -6 is equal to zero.
Therefore, (j)'is equal to (j)".
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APPENDIX

The Davies's method

(2 )

C

of radiant determination consists of a

radio transmitter and receiver at the origin of a Cartesian coordinate
system with additional receivers on the X and Y axis.

The method is

illustrated in Figure C-I.

,Z

Figure C-l.

Geometry of Davies's method for radiant determination
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The receivers on the X and Y axis must be placed so that a
reflected radio signal will be received at all stations.

This re

quirement is satisfied if the distances X and Y are much less than
the height of the usable trail.

Davies used between 3 and 4 km.

The time when the distance from the transmitter T to the trail
and back to

and R^ is a minimum is designated t^, t^ and t^

respectively.

These times can be determined from a recording of the

received signals.
The equation of the meteor trail is

z-z

I

Cc-i)

M

L

where L, M and H are direction cosines of the trail and (x^,y^,z^)
is a point on the trail.
The length of the trail between t^ and t^, and t^ and t^ is
approximately LX/2 and MY/2 respectively.

Therefore, the direction

cosines of a meteor trail, created by a meteor having a. geocentric

N

=

(C-2)
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The minus sign is chosen for N because all meteors are descending.
The meteor velocity
(2 )

McKLnleyx.

Y

can be obtained from the received signals.

^
describes a method for determining V .
S
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APPENDIX D

Table iCI

a listing of the FOBTKAN-II computer program used
i

for calculating n (x',y’).
statement of Table II:

The following symbols appear in the READ

A corresponds to A; XIG corresponds to ^ ;

DELS corresponds to 5g; DELT' corresponds to S^; VE corresponds to the
orbital velocity of the earth ( = 3 0 km/sec); VH corresponds to the
average orbital velocity of meteors (35 km/sec)j and TILT corresponds
to d.

The data card follows the END statement. '
The 'computer statements describing the orbital distribution of

sporadic meteors given in Table I begin four statements above statement
number 4 and end at statement number 36 .

I

Table II. FORTRAN-II Computer Program
Used for Calculating No(x',y').

(Continued on next page)
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ZZJOB 5
RUDIE, NORMAN J, 355 - 66
ZZF0RX5
** RUDIE, NORMAN Je NO. DENSITY OF USABLE TRAILS NO. 305 - 66
READ 98, A, X IG , DELS, DELT, VE, VH, TILT
98 FORMAT(7F10.0)
CXI = COS(XIG)
CDELS = COS(DELS)
SDELS = SIN(DELS)
XC = -6370.*.3987*CXI*CDELS
YC = -6370.*.3987*CXI*SDEL5
ZC = 63 70 o* o9 I71*CX I
TDELT = SIN(DELT)ZCOS(DELT)
IF(DELT) 420, 420, 421
420 Al = (XC +YC*TDELT)**2 +ZC*ZC*(1. +TDELT**2)
BI = 2.*6370.**2*CXI**2*(XC +YC^TDELT)/Al
Cl = 6370.**2*(-ZC**2 +6370.**2*CXI**4)/AI
XT I = BI/2. -SQRTfBI**2 -4.*CI)/2.
YTI = 0.
ZT I = ((6370.*CXI)**2 -(XC +YC*TDELT)*XTI)/ZC
GO TO 425
421 IFtDELT - 1.5708) 423, 423, 424
423 XTI = 0.
'
BIE =12740.*.3987*SDELS/(.3987**2*SDELS**2 + .9171**2)
CIE = 6370.**2*(CXI**2 -.9171**2)/(.3987**2*SDELS**2 +.9171**2)
YT I =I-BIE -SQRKBIE**2 -4.*CIE))/2.
ZT I = (6370.*CXI + YTI*SDELS*.3987)/.9171
GO TO 425
424 IFtDELT - 3.1416) 426, 426, 427
426 YT I = 0 .

I
i
■
|
'
I
:

Table II.

(Continued)

XT I = 63 70 c*sIN (XIG + .4102)
. ZT I = 63 70 o*COS(XIG + .4102)
GO TO 425
427 XT I = Oc
BIE =12740.*.3987*SDELS/(.3987**2*SDELS**2 + .9171**2)
CIE = 6370.**2*(CXI**2 -.9171**2)/(.3987**2*SDELS**2. +.9171**2)
YT I = -B IE/2 «■+SQRT<BIE**2 -4.*CIE}/2.
ZT I = (6370 o*CXI + YTI*5DEL5*.3987)/.9171
425 CPN = SORT(6370.**2 -A*A)/6370.
XT = CPNa-XTI
YT = CPN*YTI
ZT = CPNa-ZTI
AS I = SORT(XT*XT + YT*YT + ZT*ZT)
XN =. -ASI*.3987*CDELS/CXI
YN = -ASI*.3987*SDELS/CXI
ZN = ASI*.9171/CXI
CTILT = COS(TILT)
STILT = SIN(TILT)
BSIA = (ZT*YN -ZN*-YT )*CTILT -(XN - XT)*STILT
BSIB = (ZN*-XT - ZT*XN)*CT ILT -(YN - YT)*STILT
BSlC = (XN*YT -' XT*YN)*CTILT - (ZN -ZT)*STILT
BSI = SQRTtBSIAaBSIA + BSIBaBSIB + BSIC*BSIC)
CSIA = (ZT*YN - ZNa-YTJaSTILT + (X-N -XT laCTILT •
CSIB = (ZN*XT - ZT*XN)*STILT + (YN - YTja-CT ILT
CSIC = (XN*YT - XT*YN)*STILT + (ZN -ZT)*CTILT
CSI = SORT (CSIA*CSIA + CSIB*CSIB + CSlCa-CSIC)
XI = -540.
YI = -450.
122 TGN =0.
GN = 0.. .
ZIMI =SQRT((6455.)**2 -XI*Xl -YI*YI) -SQRTt(6370. )**2 -A*AJ
(Continued on next page)

Table II.

IF(XI) 130 ? 131, 130
131 IF(YI) 130, 132, 130
132 TGN = 0.
GO TO 117
130 CONTINUE

(Continued)

..

ZI = ZIMI + 8.

118 TCZY = BSIA/BSI
TCZX = BSIB/BSI
TCXY = BSIC/BSI
■ J
TCYA = CS IA/CSI
TCYB = CS IB/CSI
TCYC = CSIC/CSI
.EL = XT + XI*TCZY + YHTCYA + ZHXT/ASI
EM = YT + XHTCZX
+ YHTCYB + ZH-YT/AS I
EN = ZT + XHTCXY
+ YHTCYC + Z HZ T/ A S I
AEL = SQRf(ELaEL + EM*EM +EN*EN)
ARI = S Q R T ( ( X I - A ) * * 2 + Y HY I + Z H Z D
AR2 = SORT ((XJ + A ) * * 2 +YHYI + Z H Z D
R = ARI + AR2
RTP = SQRT(ARHARZaR)
AS I I = + ( T C Z Y a E L + T C Z X * E M + T C X Y * E N ) * Z H R * R / 4 . +
X H t X T a E L +YTaEM + Z H E N H f A a A - R * R / 4 . ) / A S I
B S l I = Z I * ( T C Y A * E L + TCYBaEM + T C Y C a E N ) a R * R / 4 „
I -YHRa-Raf XTaEL +YTaEM + Z T * E N ) / ( 4 . a A s D
I

ALS = ATANtASI I/BS II)
IF(YI) 101, 102, 103
101 ALMI D A L S + 3.1416
GO TO 106
102 IF(XI) 104, 104, 105
104 ALMI = -1.5708
(Continued on next page)

Table II.

(Continued)

GO TO 106 ‘
105 ALMI = Io 5708
GO TO 106
.103 ALMI = ALS
GO TO 106
106 AL = ALMI + ■«,1745
115 CAL = COS(AL)
SAL = SIN(AL)
BE = ATAN((ZI*R*R)/(R*R*(YI*SAL -Xl*CAL) +4.*A*A*XI*CAL))
CBE = COS(BE)
SBE = SIN(BE)
SGA=SQRT(ARI**2-((A-Xl)*SBE*CAL+Yl*SBE*SAL-ZI*CBE)**2)/ARI
TL = -TCZY*SBE*CAL + TCYA*SBE*SAL - XT*CBE/A5I
TM = -TCZX*SBE*CAL + TCYB*SBE*SAL - YT*CBE/ASI
TN = -TCXY*5BE*CAL + TCYC*SBE*SAL - ZT-CBE/ASI
ATL = SORT (TL-K-TL + TM*TM + TN*TN)
TLL = Tll/ATL
.TMU = TM/ATL
TNV =.TN/ATL
CZMDZ =-(TLL*EL + TMU*EM + TNV*EN)/AEL
SAI = VH*VH*(TL*TL -TM--TM) -VE*VE*TN*TN
SB I = 2.*TL*TM*VH*VH
SC I = VE*VE*(TM*TM +TN*TN) -VH*VH*TL*TL
CNB =0.
CNH = Oe
SR = SORT (SBI*SBI -4.*SCI*(SAI +SCI))
CSGLAM =(-2.*SCI*SAI +SBI*SBI +5BI*SR)/(2.*(SAI*SAI +SBI*SBI)|
GO TO 303
304 CSGLAM =(-2.*SCI*SAI +SBI*SBI -SBI*5R)/(2.*(SAI*5AI +SBH-SBI))
303 CNB =. CNB + I.
GLAMDI = ATAN(SQRT(l./CSGLAM -I.))
(Continued on next page)

Table II.

306 CNH = CNH + I.
SLAMDI = SINfGLAMDI)
CLAMDI = COS(GLAMD I)
BE I = ATANf-SLAMDI*!N/TM)
CBEI = COS(BEI)
• SBEI = SIN(BEI)
GL = VH*CBEI*CLAMDI + VE
GM = VH*CBEI*SLAMDI
GN ='-VH*SBEI
AGL = SORT(GL*GL + GM*GM +GN*GN)
GLL = GL/AGL
..
GMU = GM/AGL
GNV = GN/AGL
AVL = ABStGLL -TLL)
AVU = ABSfGMU -TMU)
AVV = ABSfGNV -TNV)
'■ IFfAVL - ,15) 300, 300, 301
300 IFfAVU -.15)302, 302, 301
302 IFfAVV - .15) 312,312, 301
301 IFfCNH - I.) 307, 307, 308
307 GLAMDI = GLAMDI +- 3.1416
GO TO 306
308 IFfCNH - 2.I 309, 309, 310
309 GLAMDI = 6.2832 -GLAMDI
GO TO 306
310 IF (CNH - 3.) 311, 311, 313
311 GLAMDI =•GLAMDI + 3.1416
GO TO 306
313 IFfCNB - I.) 314, 314, 312
314 CNH'= 0.
(Continued on next page)

(Continued)

I

H

Table II.

(Continued)

GO TO 304
312 CNH = 0 »
GLO = GL
GMO = GM
•
GNO = GN
AGLO = AGL '
GLAMDI = GLAMDI + .0175 .
SLAMDI = SINIGLAMDI)
CLAMDI = COS(GLAMDI)
GLI= VH*CBEI*CLAMDI + VE
GM I = VH*CBEI*SLAMDI
'
GN I ? -VH*SBEI
AGLI = SQRKGLMGLI + GMMGMI + GNMGNI )
BEI = BEI + .0175
CBEI = COS(BEI)
SBEI = SIN(BEI)
GL 2= VH-x-CBE MCLAMD I + V E
'GM2 = VH*CBEMSLAMDI
GN2 = -VHKSBEI
AGL2 = SQRKGL2KGL2 + GM 2* GM 2 +GN2*GN2)
CO I = ((GLOKGL I + GMOKGMI + GNO*GNI)/(AGLQKAGLI))**2
C02 = ((GLOKGL2 + GMOKGM2 + GNOKGN2)/(AGLO*AGL2))k k 2
ACOI = ATANfSQRT(I./COI -I.))
AC02 = ATAN(SORT(I./002 -I.))
RAHG = .01 75**2KCOS (BE I - .O I75 )/ (ACO MAC02 )
BEI = ABS(BE I)
CNA = (I. - 2.KSINtBEIMCOStBEI))/2.
CNB = .707K(SIN(BEI) + COS(BEI))
ABE = ABStBEI - .785398)
IFtGLAMDI- .6981) 3 , 3 , 4

(Continued on next page)

Table II.

4
15
17
190
19
600
22
20 3

204
205

3
28
27
14
30
29
16
32
31
88

33
34

(Continued)

IFtGLAMDI-I .047) 14 , 14, 15
IFtGLAMDI- 1.396) 16, 16 9 17
IFfGLAMDI- 1.7453) 889 889 190
IF (GLAMDI - 1.9198) I , I , 19
IF (GLAMD1-3 . 6 6 5 ) 21, 21 9 600
IF (QLAMDI - 4.538) 601 , 601, 22
IF (GLAMDI - 4.7124) I , I, 2 0 3
IF (GLAMDI - 4. 8868 ) 88, " 88 , 2 0 4
IFIGLAMDI - 5.2358) I6 , 16 ,. 205
IFtGLAMDI - 5.5848) 14, 14 , 3
IF(ABE) 27, 2 8 , 27
HN = I.
GO TO 5
HN = (“ «560* CNB +SORT ((.5'60*CNB )#*2 +4« *. 56*CNA) )/ (2 .*CNA)
GO TO 5
IF(ABE) 29, 30, 29
HN = o 75
GO TO 5
HN = (-o 944*CNB +SORT( (.944*CNB)**2 +4«*«707*CNA))/{2.*CNA)
GO TO 5.
IF(ABE) 31, 32, 31
HN = .5
GO TO 5
I:
HN =. (-1.25*CNB +.SORT ((I.2 5*CNB )**2 +4.*.625*CNA))/(2.*CNA)
GO TO 5
IFfBEI -.2095) 33, 33, 34
HN = 0.
GO TO 5
HN = .5
GO TO 5

(Continued on next page)

Table II.

(Continued)

I IF(BEI) 62» 62, 63
'
............
62 HN = 3.3
GO TO 5
63. OHN=(-.3*COS{BEI >+SQRT( (.3*COS(BEI )j**2 +4.* (S IN (BEI )>**2) )/(
I 3 «*(S IN (BE I))**2)
GO TO 5
'
601 IF(BEI) 620,620,630
620 HN = 3.3*1.5
GO TO 5
6300HN=(-«3*COS(BEI)+SORT((=3*COS(BEI))**2+4.*(SlN(BEI>)**2))/(
I 30*(SIN(BEI))**2*o66)
"
GO TO 5
'
21 IF(BEI) 35, 35, 36
35 HN = 4.5
GO TO 5
36. 0 HN-= (-.22*COS(BEI)+SQRT{ (.22*COS(BEI))**2 +4.*(SIN(BEI I)**2) )/|
I 2.*(SIN(BEI>)**2)
5 ■ GN = RAHG*HN*CZMDZ/(RTP*SGA*.001)
TGN = TGN + G N
IFtAL -ALMI -2.9)113, 117, 117
113 AL = AL + .1745
.
GO TO 115
117 PRINT 119, XI, YI, TGN
119 FORMAT(IH , 2HX=ElO.4,3X,2HY =E10.4,3X,SHNDUT =E10.4)
IFtYI - 4.50. )120 , 121 , 121
120 YI = YI + 90.
GO TO 122
121 YI = -450.
IFtXI - 540.) 123, 124, 124
123 XI = XI + 90.
GO TO 122
;
(Continued0 on next page)
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Table II.

124 CALL EXIT
" END
450.
.7679
ZZZZ

4.7116

0.

(Continued)

30=

35c

.2269

H
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